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ANNUAL REPORT
TOWN WARRANT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Town of Tuftonboro, in the
County of Carroll, in said State, qualified to vote in
town affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House
in said Tuftonboro on Tuesday, the 12th day of March,
next at nine of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon
the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary town officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray town charges for the ensuing year and
make appropriations of the same. $27,987.61 figures
approved by the budget committee.
3. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of five hundred and twelve dollars and
fifty-nine cents ($512.59), the State to contribute the
sum of three thousand four hundred and seventeen
dollars and twenty-four cents ($3,417.24) for town
road aid.
4. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of one thousand dollars ($1,000.00) to
lay out on Sodom Road.
5. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of fourteen hundred dollars ($1,400.00)
for the fire department. To be used as follows: eight
hundred and fifty dollars ($850.00) for general ex-
penses of the department; two hundred and fifty dol-
lars ($250.00) for purchase of additional land including
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the well; and three hundred dollars ($300.00) for fire-
man's salaries.
6. To see if the town will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of four hundred dollars ($400.00) to
lay out Union Wharf.
7. To transact any other business which may legal-
ly come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 18th day of
February, in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred
and fifty-seven.
ROGER L. WILLIAMS,
ALBERT H. DOW, JR.,
CARROLL A. LAMPREY,
Selectmen of Tuftonboro.
A true copy of Warrant—Attest:
ROGER L. WILLIAMS,





TOWN OF TLTTOXBORO. N. H.
Estimates of revenue and expenditures for the en-
suing year January 1. 1957 to December 31. 1957. Com-
pared with estimated and actual revenue, appropria-
tions and expenditures of the previous year January 1,








Interest and Dividends Tax. $20,000.06 $21 555 SC $2f 100.00
Savings bank tax. 50.00 94.63 ".' M
For fighting forest fire; 33.50
Reimbursement a 'c old age
assistance 60. S6
From local sources except taxes:
Dog license; 200.00 231.54 200.00
Busine;; licenses, permits and
filing fee; 1M
Rent of town hall and other
building 24.00 24.00
a I Highway, including rental
of equipment. 1:5.33
Motor vehicle permit fee; 4.500.00 5.441. SI 4,501
From local taxes other than prop-
erty taxes:
(a) Poll taxes?—Regular @ $2.00,
i^bl National bank stock taxes.
: Tield taxes
Total revenues from all
sources except property
taxe; $27,016.01 >i:r.::: >26.464.00






















Expenses town hall and other
town buildings,




























Special for tar, 4,500.00
General expenses of highway de-
partment, 1,800.00






































Old age assistance, 1,000.00 468.41 800.00
Patriotic purposes:
Memorial Day and Veterans' As-
sociations, 50.00 50.00 50.00
Public service enterprises:
Cemeteries, 100.00 100.00
Town map, 50.00 90.84 50.00
nclassified:
Damages and legal expenses, incl.
dog damage, 75.00 650.00 75.00
Advertising and regional associa-
tions, 216.26 216.26 227.61
Bridges, 300.00 499.52 500.00
Bushes and poison ivy, 700.00 400.51 700.00
Sodom Road, 1,000.00 972.50 1,000.00
New lands and buildings, 7,000.00 4,000.00
Union Wharf, 400.00
Payment on principal of debt:
Payments to other governmental
divisions:
County taxes, 10,000.00 9,788.76 12,000.00
School taxes, 44,204.26 44,204.26 48,212.17




Land and buildings, $1,986,015.00
Electric plants, 86,056.00
Horses, 8 360.00
Oxen and neat stock, 31 1,845.00
Cows, 94 6,140.00
Sheep and goats, 30 368.00
Fowl, 5,623 2,561.50
Boats and launches, 102,500.00
Portable mills, 2 1,700.00
Road building machinery, 13,200.00
Wood and lumber, 79,368.00
Gasoline pumps and tanks, 3,125.00






Poll taxes, 385 @ $2.00, $770.00
National Bank stock taxes, $43.40




Town officers' salaries, $ 2,000.00 $ 1,938.00
Town officers' expenses, 1,200.00 1,458.88
Town house and other buildings, 125.00 77.65
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Fire department, including forest
fires, 1,200.00 1,013.85
Police department, 150.00 91.39
Health department, including hos-
pitals, 1,025.00 1,000.00
Vital statistics, 30.00 16.50
Insurance, 400.00 295.50
Pine blister rust, 390.80
Town dump, 400.00 345.51
Town maintenance, summer, 4,500.00 4,333.43
Town maintenance, winter, 5,000.00 7,942.77
General expenses of highway de-
partment, 1,800.00 1,629.80
Special for tar, 4,500.00 4,504.80





Old age assistance, 1,000.00 468.41
Town poor, 500.00 55.00
Patriotic purposes, 50.00 50.00
Cemeteries, 100.00
Town map, 50.00 90.84
Damages and legal iexpenses, 75.00 650.00
Regional association, 216.26 216.26
County tax, 10,000.00 9,788.76
School tax, 44,204.26 44,204.26
Town park, 7,000.00
Sodom Road, 1,000.00 972.50
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
ASSETS
Cash in hands of treasurer, $ 6,845.67
Unredeemed taxes, levy of 1955, 16.71
Uncollected taxes, levy of 1956, 3,423.60
Uncollected taxes, levy of 1955, 15.40
Uncollected taxes, levy of 1954, 80.54
State head taxes, levy of 1956, , 190.00
Total assets, $10,571.92
LIABILITIES
Bond and debt retirement tax, $ 589.97
Pond Road, 211.45
Reserve a/c future yield tax loss, 7,204.74




Jan. 1, 1956 to Dec. 31, 1956
PERMITS
1955 279478 to 279495 inclusive, $ 52.49





1956 64 males at $2.00, $ 128.00
1 male (8 mos.), 1.34
13 females at $5.00, 65.00





Paid to Mary J. Blake, treasurer:
January, $ 938.55
February, 956.23























We hereby certify that we have examined the fore-






















4 @ $5.00, $20.00
YIELD TAX, 1954
Warrant, $80.54
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Geraldine Courtney, non-resident
Grace Johnson, over 70












Grace Johnson, over 70
Ruth Britton, uncollected
Geraldine Courtney, uncollected








C. L. Allen, 15.40
C. W. Haller, 4.40
James Sheehan, 26.40




Wm. Maynard, 1954-1955 taxes and
interest, $ 13.69
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Philip Stevens, 1953-1954 taxes and
interest, 100.54
PROPERTY BOUGHT BY TOWN FOR TAXES, 1956
Jackson Duso, $10.63
Wm. Maynard, 6.08










Lester T. Thompson, 36.00
Perley Ryder, 80.64
Glen Hodgdon, 254.40






Forrest Boardman, over 70
C. B. Battersby, veteran
Lela Conforth, over 70
Hattie Cheney, non-resident
Flora Davis, over 70
Everett Dickey, over 70
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Lillian Dickey, over 70
Florence Greenbank, over 70
Clair Hlushuk, non-resident
Kenneth Hlushuk, non-resident
Blanche Hurlburt, over 70
Elizabeth Johnson, over 70
Grace Johnson, over 70
Kenneth King, veteran
John Lovering, veteran
Sadie Mclntire, over 70
Harry Neilson, veteran
Marion Pike, non-resident
Nellie Piper, over 70
Ralph Piper, over 70
John Shippee, veteran
Patricia Skinner, moved
Reba Vianelio, over 70
Clifford Van Wagner, non-resident
Audrey Van Wagner, non-resident
May Whitehead, over 70
26 @ $2.00, §52.00
Uncollected
Albert Acker Walter Kohtz
Mona Acker Robert Lee
Frank J. Bean Isabelle Lee
Pauline Baricleau Ralph Milner
Ruth Britton Howard Nelson
Leander Buttrick Cora Nelson
Ruth Glidden Alfred Philcrantz
Walter A. Dewitt Elsa Philcrantz
Helena C. Dewitt Clarence Scott
Joanne Dewitt Ethel Scott
Dorothy Dow Ann Stillings
Hilda Fahlman Geo. Stillings
Leona Hlushuk Roscoe Stillings
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Delbert Haley, Jr. Rufus Stillings
Philip Johnson Bernice Tupeck
Dorothea Johnson Russell Tupeck
Marion Kohtz
33 @ $2.00, $ 66.00








Forrest Boardman, over 70
Raymond Cheney, non-resident
Hattie Cheney, non-resident
Flora Davis, over 70
Everett Dickey, over 70
Lillian Dickey, over 70
Florence Greenbank, over 70
Clair Hlushuk, non-resident
Kenneth Hlushuk, non-resident
Blanche Hurlburt, over 70
Elizabeth Johnson, over 70
Grace Johnson, over 70
Peter L. Kidd, over 70
Sadie Mclntire, over 70
Chester Pike, non-resident
Marion Pike, non-resident
Nellie Piper, over 70
Ralph Piper, over 70
Patricia Skinner, moved
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Reba Viannello, over 70
Audrey Van Wagner, non-resident
Clifford Van Wagner, non-resident
May Whitehead, over 70
Albra Ward, deceased
24 @ $5.00, $120.00
Uncollected
Albert Acker Walter Kohtz
Mona Acker Robert Lee
Ruth Britton Isabelle Lee
Leander Buttrick Ralph Milner
Frank Bean Howard Nelson
Chas. Bariteau Cora Nelson
Pauline Bariteau Alfred Philcrantz
Vernon Dow Elsa Philcrantz
Dorothy Dow Clarence Scott
Walter Dewitt Ethel Scott
Helena Dewitt Ann Stillings
Joanne Dewitt Geo. Stillings
Gordon Glidden Roscoe Stillings
Ruth Glidden Bernice Tupeck
Lenora Hlushuk Steve Tupeck
Delbert Haley, Jr. Russell Tupeck
Mabel Hayes Emery Willard
V. Jane Holbrook Dorothy Willard



















George and Priscilla Baxter, $5.20
John P. Sutherland, 24.96
Russell Berwin, 14.56
Howard Emery, heirs, 15.60
Esso Standard Oil, 10.40
L. C. Frew, 16.64
H. S. Teague, 16.64
Uncollected Resident
Albert Acker, $ 83.20
Frank J. Bean, 18.72
Stanley Caulfield, 29.12
William J. Cheney, 3.98
Richard Dore, 8.32
Louis W. Dearborn, 18.72
Wendell Emery, 37.44
Gordon Glidden, 24.96
Jack Hlushuk, heirs, 18.72
Elizabeth H. Johnson, 41.60
Walter C. Kohtz, 291.20
Ralph Milner, 12.48
Cora Nelson, 62.40
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Steve Tupeck, 10.40
Russell Tupeck, 2.08
Edward R. Whitten, 14.56
Albra Ward, heirs, 2.08
Lillian Ward, 4.16
Royal Young, heirs, 31.72
$770.15
Uncollected Non-resident




Camp Wyanoke, Inc., 4.16
Lawrence Clark, 22.88
Wm. F. Clark, 37.44
Chester Corney, 37.44
Hazelton B. Davis, 18.72
Emile Decour, 14.56
Geo. Doloff, heirs, 11.44
Vernon Drown, 52.00
John R. Duffy, 18.72
Jackson Duso, 6.24




















Chas. W. Rogers, Jr., 14.56
C. Walter Scott, 43.68




John E. Teltone, 2.08
W. P. Tyler, 10.40
Jennie Welch, heirs, 2.60
Leroy W. White, 3.12
Wilfred Whitten, 3.12
Sumner Wolley, 76.96
Lewis B. White, 41.60
Youth Guidance Foundation, 141.44
a?1 AQf? OQ
Total resident and non-resident, $1,856.43
I hereby certify that the above lists showing the
amount due from each tax delinquent as of December
31, 1956 and account of levy of 1954-1955 is correct
to the best of my knowledge and belief.
JOHN R. HURLBURT,
Tax Collector.
We hereby certify that we have examined the fore-




January 14, 1957. Auditors.
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TREASURER'S REPORT
TOWN OF TUFTONBORO, DECEMBER 31, 1956
SUMMARY
Balance, December 31, 1955, $15,699.15
State of New Hampshire:
Interest and dividend tax, 23,855.86
Savings bank tax refund, 94.63
Refund from head tax, 95.58
Rent on tractor house, 24.00
Recovery 0. A. A., 60.86
One-half share wardens' training, 7.40
Reimbursement for forest fires, 33.50
Irene B. Hardie, town clerk:
Auto permits, 1956, 5,441.81
Dog licenses and penalty fees, 231.54
Filling fees, 3.00
John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Regular polls @ $2.00, 1955, 28.00
Property tax, 1955, 2,588.18
Yield tax, 1955, 109.46
Poll tax interest, 1955, .42
Property tax interest, 1955, 59.49
Head tax, 1955, 100.00
Head tax penalties, 1955, 9.50
Regular polls @ $2.00, 1956, 652.00
Property tax, 1956, 45,940.67
Yield tax, 1956, 2,038.64
Head tax, 1956, 2,055.00
Head tax penalties, .50
Thomas A. Hunter, R. A.:
Refund, R. C. Hazelton, Inv. 6982, 68.74
Refund, H. I. Wiggin, chain tools, 12.00
Refund, overpayment, 4.40
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H. C. Colby & Son, tar, 70.60
Dorothy Long, tar, 114.73
Town selectmen, pistol permits, 4.00
Wolfeboro Nat. Bank, 1956 tax on 310 shrs.
owned by residents, 43.40
J. Clifton Avery Agency, return on premium, 73.64
Howard Allen, forest fire, 16.20
Check No. 396 voided, 76.70
Philip Stevens, redemption 1953 levy and
interest, 52.61
Philip Stevens, redemption 1954 levy and
interest, 47.93
William Maynard, redemption 1954 levy and
interest, 7.12
William Maynard, redemption 1955 levy
and interest, 6.57
Tuftonboro school dist., 400 annual reports, 85.20
Tuftonboro school dist., 300 ballots, 9.75
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT







1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
January, $ 938.55
11 State of New Hampshire, rent on shed, 12.00
18 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment on 0. A. A., 50.57
March
:
1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
February, 956.23
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Poll tax, 1955, 24.00
Property tax, 1955, 1,101.77
Yield tax, 1955, 109.46
Poll tax interest, .34
Property tax interest, 17.19
Head tax, 80.00
Head tax penalties, 7.50
April
:
2 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits
for March, 1,638.11
30 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Reg. polls, 4.00
Property tax, 377.29




Head tax penalties, 1.50
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund R.
C. Hazelton, 68.74
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund H.
Wiggin, chain tool, 12.00
Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
April, 390.07
May:
5 Philip Stevens, redemption 1953, int.,
$6.48, levy, $46.13, 52.61
Philip Stevens, redemption 1954, int.,
$2.70, levy, $45.23, 47.93
12 Tuftonboro school dist., 400 school re-
ports, 300 ballots, 94.95
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Property tax, 141.56
Property tax interest, 3.95
Head tax, 5.00
Head tax penalties, .50
June:
1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
May, 429.64
18 State of New Hampshire, State share
warden training, 3.70
State of New Hampshire, State share
warden training, 3.70
25 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Property tax, 280.50
Property tax interest, 7.28
July:
2 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for June, 248.10
21 Amy C. Kling, check replacement, 17.60
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24 Wolfeboro Nat. Bank, Nat. Bank stock
tax, 43.40
30 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for July, 271.81
Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, filling fees, 3.00
John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, poll,
1956, 244.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1955, 374.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax int., 12.44
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 745.00
August
:
1 State of New Hampshire, interest and
dividend tax, 23,855.86
State of New Hampshire, 6 mo. rent,
storage shed, 12.00
9 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment on O. A. A., 10.29
19 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls, 1956, 60.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1955, 313.06
John R. Hurlburt, property tax int.,
1955, 11.47
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 1956, 195.00
29 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for August, 187.24
September
:
24 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, re-
demption of property, 13.69
John R. Hurlburt, reg. poll, 1956, 64.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1956, 14,588.02
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 1956, 190.00
27 Irene B. Hardie, auto permits for Sept., 101.08





5 J. Clifton Avery Agency, return prem-
ium,. 73.64
8 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund over-
payment. 4.40




30 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for October, 69.95
November
:
9 H. C. Colby & Son. tar,
10 Howard Allen, forest fire.
16 Walter R. Smith, ck. No. 396. returned
void,
Dorothy Long, tar,





28 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for November, 117.76
December
:
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls. 1956, 128.00
Property tax, 1956, 8,859.07
Yield tax, 1,911.05
Property tax interest, 1.36
Head tax, 410.00
Head tax penalties, .50
Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
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Dog licenses, 1956, 231.54
State of New Hampshire, Savings Bank tax, 94.63
29 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment for forest fires, 33.50
Town selectmen, pistol permits, 1956, 4.00
31 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls, 1956, 2.00
Property tax, 1956, 372.94
Head tax, 1956, 10.00





28 Roger L. Williams, part clerk's salary, $150.00
December:
31 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, 300.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, budget committee, 6.00
Roger Williams, budget committee, 6.00
Forrest W. Hodgdon, budget committee, 6.00
Kenneth Dow, budget committee, 6.00
Roger L. Williams, budget committee, 6.00
Roger L. Williams, balance clerk salary, 150.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, moderator, 30.00
Roger L. Williams, selectman, 300.00
Albert H. Dow, Jr., selectman, 250.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, selectman, 250.00
E. M. Watson, supervisor, 78.00
Frank L. Stockman, Sr., supervisor, 54.00
Charles B. Allen, supervisor, 78.00
Mabel Ayers, ballot clerk, 18.00
Ann Hodgdon, ballot clerk, 18.00
Leroy Matthews, ballot clerk, 18.00
Preston Piper, ballot clerk, 18.00
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Donald Thomas, auditor, 8.00
John Lockwood, auditor, 8.00
Irene B. Hardie, clerk, 60.00
Henry Munroe, treasurer, 120.00
$1,938.00
TOWN OFFICERS 9 EXPENSES
February
:
10 Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., check book, $144.95
Association of N. H. Assessors, assoc. dues, 6.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., receipt and
payment book, 23.56
Carroll County Independent, budget
notice, 3.60
March:
6 Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, etc., 10.48
22 C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
21 C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
22 C. M. Mixer, & Son, Inc., collector bond, 40.00
C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
23 Davis Insurance Agency, clerk bond, 5.00
April
:
2 Wheeler & Clark, rubber stamp, 3.85
Davis Insurance Agency, treasurer's bond, 10.00
Carroll County Independent, 5.00
Carl I. Hanson, mileage and expenses, 11.01
The Kingswood Press, reports and ballots, 682.05
Roger L. Williams, selectmen and audi-
tor's meals and stamps, 20.55
13 Register of Deeds, transfers, 27.40
May:
4 Lee T. Gray, Registry of Deeds, record-
ing deed, 2.03
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Carroll County Independent, dog notice, 4.40
Estella M. White, Register of Probate,
list of deceased, .10
George W. Philbrick, Register of Pro-
bate, list of estates, .10
10 Kingswood Press, envelopes, 8.00
June:
1 Kingswood Press, letterheads for clerk, 8.00
2 Carroll County Independent, dog notice, 2.00
22 Kingswood Press, envelopes, clerk, 17.20
Ida M. Horner, secretary, tax collector's
dues, 3.00
Charles R. Hardy, treasurer, town clerk
association, 2.00
C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., increase, tax col-
lector's bond, 1.50
July:
6 John R. Hurlburt, postage, 16.60
27 Carroll A. Lamprey, repairs to adding
machine, 8.15
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, 2.55
August
:
10 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., 11.29
31 D. L. Garrison, 8.00
September
:
7 Sargent Brothers, 47.20
28 John R. Hurlburt, 18.00
Lee T. Gray, 6.20
November
:
23 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., .31
7 Carroll County Independent, .50
December
:
14 Kingswood Press, 66.50
New Hampshire State Tax Commission, 1.25
28 Henry W. Munroe, treasurer, 10.69
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31 Albert H. Dow, Jr., 48.50
Carroll A. Lamprey, 27.50
Roger L. Williams, 49.60
Irene B. Hardie, 79.26
$1,458.88
TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
February
:
10 White Mountain Power Co., Jan. 17, $3.30
Public Service Co. of N. H., to Jan. 6, 1.75
March
:
6 White Mountain Power Co., Feb. 15, 3.30
Public Service Co. of N. H., to Feb. 6, 3.50
23 Public Service Co. of N. H., to March 6, 3.50
White Mountain Power Co., to March 15, 3.30
April :
13 Public Service Co. of N. H., to April 6, 1.75
May:
7 White Mountain Power Co., to April 16, 3.30
18 Public Service Co. of N. H., to May 7, 1.75
June:
1 White Mountain Power Co., to May 18, 3.30
29 White Mountain Power Co., to June 18, 3.37
July:
27 White Mountain Power Co., to July 18, 3.50
August
:
17 Public Service Co. of N. H., to Aug. 6, 1.75
31 White Mountain Power Co., to Aug. 17, 3.50
September
:
28 White Mountain Power Co., to Sept. 20, 3.53
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October
:
5 Public Service Co. of N. H., to Sept. 7, 1.75
19 Public Service Co. of N. H., to Oct. 4, 1.75
November
:
23 White Mountain Power Co., to Oct. 18, 3.51
Public Service Co. of N. H., to Nov. 7, 1.75
30 White Mountain Power Co., to Nov. 19, 3.69
December
:
14 Public Service Co. of N. H., to Dec. 6, 1.75
28 White Mountain Power Co., to Dec. 17, 3.50




26 William H. Messeck, Jr., State forester, $390.80
HEALTH DEPARTMENT, INCLUDING HOSPITAL
November
30 Public health nursing association, $ 600.00
December




31 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, $1,650.00





26 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., $ 40.39
May:
10 Howard C. Colby, dump loan, 75.00
June:
2 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 48.00
August:
3 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 109.47
September:
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 31.14
October:
5 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 9.49
November
:





28 John R. Hurlburt, constable, $16.00
jjecemoer
.
28 Roy Ridlon, 9.38
31 John R. Hurlburt, constable, 8.00
Harold I. Wiggin, 58.01
$91.39
FIRE DEPARTMENT, INCLUDING FOREST FIRES
May:
10 Walter R. Smith, wardens' meetings, $ 15.00
July:
13 Walter R. Smith, forest fire tools, 12.73
August
:
31 Walter R. Smith, warden, 55.50
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September:
7 John R. Hurlburt, treasurer, 500.00
October:
19 Treasurer, State of New Hampshire, 96.00
November
:
9 Walter R. Smith, warden, 21.20
December:
28 John R. Hurlburt, treasurer, 300.00





J. Clifton Avery Agency, $241.50
August:





10 State of New Hampshire, Jan., $ 42.63
March
6 State of New Hampshire, 21.63
April
:
2 State Dept. of Public Welfare, 32.75
May:
7 State of New Hampshire, 32.75
June:
8 State of New Hampshire, 32.75
22 State of New Hampshire, 48.19
July:
6 State of New Hampshire, 42.63
September
:
7 State of New Hampshire, 44.88
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October:
5 State of New Hampshire, 44.88
November
:
2 State of New Hampshire, 44.88
30 State of New Hampshire, 44.88
December
:





10 James E. Bovaird, M. D., $40.00




29 Spider Web Gardens, memorial baskets, $10.00
December
31 Harriman-Hale Post No. 18, 40.00
$50.00
BUSHES AND POISON IVY
August
:
24 Thomas Hunter, R. A., $ 31.50
September
:
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 145.17
14 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 149.25
October:
5 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 46.13
December
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 23.21
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6 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., $ 108.99
20 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 150.22
28 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 41.77
May:
4 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 110.21
10 Tilton Sand & Gravel, Inc., 22.68
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 243.00
25 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 319.16
June:
2 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 271.96
8 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 65.72
22 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 48.90
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 67.56
29 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 205.17
July:
13 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 31.54
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 144.90
27 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 199.53
August:
3 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 20.27
24 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 232.87
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31 Edwin J. Hodgdon, 31.88
September
:
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 184.15
14 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 147.77
Meredith Grain Store, 35.40
21 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 161.51
28 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 307.84
V. H. Cogswell, Inc., 13.77
October
:
5 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 72.35
12 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 129.01
19 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 161.32
November
:
2 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 44.92
16 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 442.15
23 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 281.69
30 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 24.32
December
:





23 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., $ 245.81
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 173.26
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 217.97
February
:
4 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 716.56
10 Merrimack Farmers' Exchange, 540.00
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 588.72
20 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 406.61
27 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 347.09
March
:
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 171.17
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10 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 994.73
20 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 757.85
26 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 876.64
April
:
2 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 175.05
6 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 108.74
20 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 84.22
November
:
30 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 322.95
December
:
7 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 278.72
14 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 250.11
21 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 178.32
28 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 191.88




31 Leroy Matthews, labor and supplies, $90.84
GENERAL EXPENSE OF HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT
.February:
10 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., $ 260.15
27 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 33.66
March
:
6 R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., 68.74
10 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 193.77
April
:
2 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 32.53
Caseleni Venable Corp., 156.00
13 V. H. Cogswell, Inc., 43.45
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Deming Chevrolet, 4.40
Roderick I. Hogan, 37.09
20 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 24.08




4 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 31.86
25 New Hampshire Explosives & Machinery
Co., Inc., 18.47
Roy Road Equipment, 104.81
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 97.96
November
:
2 Petrometal Industries, 98.57








22 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., $ 148.08
29 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 95.69
August:
3 H. H. McGuire & Co., Inc., 331.41
31 N. H. Bituminous Products Co., 353.00
September
:
14 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 304.50
28 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 94.88
October
:
5 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 176.87
H. H. McGuire & Co., Inc., 858.45
12 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., 103.84
19 H. H. McGuire & Co., Inc., 1,125.35
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT







1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
January, $ 938.55
11 State of New Hampshire, rent on shed, 12.00
18 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment on 0. A. A., 50.57
March
:
1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
February, 956.23
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Poll tax, 1955, 24.00
Property tax, 1955, 1,101.77
Yield tax, 1955, 109.46
Poll tax interest, .34
Property tax interest, 17.19
Head tax, 80.00
Head tax penalties, 7.50
April
:
2 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits
for March, 1,638.11
30 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Reg. polls, 4.00
Property tax, 377.29




Head tax penalties, 1.50
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund R.
C. Hazelton, 68.74
Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund H.
Wiggin, chain tool, 12.00
Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
April, 390.07
May:
5 Philip Stevens, redemption 1953, int.,
$6.48, levy, $46.13, 52.61
Philip Stevens, redemption 1954, int.,
$2.70, levy, $45.23, 47.93
12 Tuftonboro school dist., 400 school re-
ports, 300 ballots, 94.95
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Property tax, 141.56
Property tax interest, 3.95
Head tax, 5.00
Head tax penalties, .50
June:
1 Irene B. Hardie, clerk, auto permits for
May, 429.64
18 State of New Hampshire, State share
warden training, 3.70
State of New Hampshire, State share
warden training, 3.70
25 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector:
Property tax, 280.50
Property tax interest, 7.28
July:
2 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for June, 248.10
21 Amy C. Kling, check replacement, 17.60
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24 Wolfeboro Nat. Bank, Nat. Bank stock
tax, 43.40
30 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for July, 271.81
Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, filling fees, 3.00
John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, poll,
1956, 244.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1955, 374.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax int., 12.44
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 745.00
August:
1 State of New Hampshire, interest and
dividend tax, 23,855.86
State of New Hampshire, 6 mo. rent,
storage shed, 12.00
9 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment on O. A. A., 10.29
19 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls, 1956, 60.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1955, 313.06
John R. Hurlburt, property tax int.,
1955, 11.47
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 1956, 195.00
29 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for August, 187.24
September
:
24 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, re-
demption of property, 13.69
John R. Hurlburt, reg. poll, 1956, 64.00
John R. Hurlburt, property tax, 1956, 14,588.02
John R. Hurlburt, head tax, 1956, 190.00
27 Irene B. Hardie, auto permits for Sept., 101.08





5 J. Clifton Avery Agency, return prem-
ium, 73.64
8 Thomas W. Hunter, R. A., refund over-
payment, 4.40




30 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for October, 69.95
November
:
9 H. C. Colby & Son, tar, 70.60
10 Howard Allen, forest fire, 16.20
16 Walter R. Smith, ck. No. 396, returned
void, 76.70
Dorothy Long, tar, 114.73





28 Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for November, 117.76
December
:
28 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls, 1956, 128.00
Property tax, 1956, 8,859.07
Yield tax, 1,911.05
Property tax interest, 1.36
Head tax, 410.00
Head tax penalties, .50
Irene B. Hardie, town clerk, auto per-
mits for December, 93.27
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Dog licenses, 1956, 231.54
State of New Hampshire, Savings Bank tax, 94.63
29 State of New Hampshire, reimburse-
ment for forest fires, 33.50
Town selectmen, pistol permits, 1956, 4.00
31 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, reg.
polls, 1956, 2.00
Property tax, 1956, 372.94
Head tax, 1956, 10.00





28 Roger L. Williams, part clerk's salary, $150.00
December:
31 John R. Hurlburt, tax collector, 300.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, budget committee, 6.00
Roger Williams, budget committee, 6.00
Forrest W. Hodgdon, budget committee, 6.00
Kenneth Dow, budget committee, 6.00
Roger L. Williams, budget committee, 6.00
Roger L. Williams, balance clerk salary, 150.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, moderator, 30.00
Roger L, Williams, selectman, 300.00
Albert H. Dow, Jr., selectman, 250.00
Carroll A. Lamprey, selectman, 250.00
E. M. Watson, supervisor, 78.00
Frank L. Stockman, Sr., supervisor, 54.00
Charles B. Allen, supervisor, 78.00
Mabel Ayers, ballot clerk, 18.00
Ann Hodgdon, ballot clerk, 18.00
Leroy Matthews, ballot clerk, 18.00
Preston Piper, ballot clerk, 18.00
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Donald Thomas, auditor, 8.00
John Lockwood, auditor, 8.00
Irene B. Hardie, clerk, 60.00





10 Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., check book, $144.95
Association of N. H. Assessors, assoc. dues, 6.00
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., receipt and
payment book, 23.56




6 Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, etc., 10.48
22 C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
21 C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
22 C. M. Mixer, & Son, Inc., collector bond, 40.00
C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., trustee bond, 5.00
23 Davis Insurance Agency, clerk bond, 5.00
April
:
2 Wheeler & Clark, rubber stamp, 3.85
Davis Insurance Agency, treasurer's bond, 10.00
Carroll County Independent, 5.00
Carl I. Hanson, mileage and expenses, 11.01
The Kingswood Press, reports and ballots, 682.05
Roger L. Williams, selectmen and audi-
tor's meals and stamps, 20.55
13 Register of Deeds, transfers, 27.40
May:
4 Lee T. Gray, Registry of Deeds, record-
ing deed, 2.03
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Carroll County Independent, dog notice, 4.40
Estella M. White, Register of Probate,
list of deceased, .10
George W. Philbrick, Register of Pro-
bate, list of estates, .10
10 Kingswood Press, envelopes, 8.00
June
:
1 Kingswood Press, letterheads for clerk, 8.00
2 Carroll County Independent, dog notice, 2.00
22 Kingswood Press, envelopes, clerk, 17.20
Ida M. Horner, secretary, tax collector's
dues, 3.00
Charles R. Hardy, treasurer, town clerk
association, 2.00
C. M. Mixer & Son, Inc., increase, tax col-
lector's bond, 1.50
July:
6 John R. Hurlburt, postage, 16.60
27 Carroll A. Lamprey, repairs to adding
machine, 8.15
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, 2.55
August
:
10 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., 11.29
31 D. L. Garrison, 8.00
September:
7 Sargent Brothers, 47.20
28 John R. Hurlburt, 18.00
Lee T. Gray, 6.20
November
:
23 Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., .31
7 Carroll County Independent, .50
December
:
14 Kingswood Press, 66.50
New Hampshire State Tax Commission, 1.25
28 Henry W. Munroe, treasurer, 10.69
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31 Albert H. Dow.. Jr., 48.50
Carroll A. Lamprey, 27.50
Roger L. Williams, 49.60
Irene B. Hardie, 79.26
$1,458.88
TOWN HALL AND OTHER BUILDINGS
February
:
10 White Mountain Power Co., Jan. 17. S3.30
Public Service Co. of N. H., to Jan. 6. 1.75
March
:
6 White Mountain Power Co., Feb. 15, 3.30
Public Service Co. of N. H.
3
to Feb. 6, 3.50
23 Public Service Co. of N. H., to March 6, 3.50
White Mountain Power Co.. to March 15, 3.30
April :
13 Public Service Co. of N. H., to April 6, 1.75
May
:
7 White Mountain Power Co., to April 16, 3.30
18 Public Service Co. of N. H., to May 7, 1.75
June :
1 White Mountain Power Co.. to May 18, 3.30
29 White Mountain Power Co., to June 18. 3.37
July
27 White Mountain Power Co., to July 18, 3.50
August
:
17 Public Service Co. of X. H., to Aug. 6, 1.75
31 White Mountain Power Co., to Aug. 17, 3.50
September
:
28 White Mountain Power Co., to Sept. 20, 3.53
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TUFTONBORO FIRE DEPARTMENT
Balance, Jan. 1, 1956, $894.64
Received from town, 500.00
Received from rent, 40.00
$1,434.64
Expenses to December 31, 1956
Am. Fire Equipment Co., $ 20.10
Diamond Match Co., 4.34






Melvin General Store, 6.52
Melvin Men's Club, 10.50
Note payment, 250.00
Ossipee Oil Co., 104.16
John Piper, 31.00
Tuftonboro Tel. Co., 36.49
White Mt. Power Co., 11.76
Service charges, 3.75
<M ion f?n




We hereby certify that we have examined the fore-
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT
DANGER FROM FIRES IN WOODLANDS
Woodland litter, when dry, is highly inflammable
and fires can quickly get out of control. We request
your cooperation to control all fires so that lives and
property may not be endangered or destroyed, and for-
ests may be kept green to famish the natural beauty
we all enjoy and to grow timber we will need.
WHAT IS "WOODLAND?"
The term "woodland" is defined by law to include,
"cut-over land, slash and such other land as bears a
sufficient amount of wood growth, wood, weeds, grass
or other growth as to be likely to be burned over."
WHEN IN THE WOODS, YOU ARE EXPECTED
TO EXERCISE CAUTION IN THE USE OF FIRE
AND TO REMEMBER THAT
IT IS UNLAWFUL TO
Throw down lighted matches, cigarettes, or other
burning substances from vehicles or otherwise.
Burn brush, rubbish, grass or other materials when
the ground is not covered with snow, without written
permission from the Forest Fire Warden.
Kindle a camp or cooking fire on land of another
without permission from the owner or his agent.
Leave an open fire burning unattended.
Fail to report a forest or brush fire that is out of con-
trol.
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VIOLATORS ARE SUBJECT TO THESE
PENALTIES
Anyone letting a fire escape from control, whether
or not he has a permit to kindle the fire, is liable for
the costs of extinguishing the fire.
Anyone found guilty of dropping inflammable mate-
rial in or near woodland shall be fined not more than
$25.00.
A person failing to report an uncontrolled brush or
forest fire is liable to a fine of not more than $10.00.
For kindling a fire in woodland of another without
permission of the owner, or for kindling any fire with-
out a permit when a permit is required, a person may
be fined not more than $200.00, or imprisoned 60 days.
DAMAGES
Every person who shall set fire on any land, that
shall run upon the land of another, shall pay to the
owner all damages done by such fire.
BE SURE—GET A PERMIT
Incinerators should be tight, with a close mesh
screen, and be on clean ground.
Open fireplaces used to burn rubbish are classed as
incinerators.
Always clean a space about any open fire to prevent
its spread.
Never burn in dry, windy weather.
Have incinerators inspected by the Forest Fire
Warden and get his wriiten permission.
Permits, 214 ; fires, 3 ; acreage burned, %.
WALTER R. SMITH, Town Warden.
ROBERT B. SMITH, District Chief.






%a Fred Wiggin lot & camp
3a Fred Wiggin (Braimies)
Abbott, Harry
86a Bickford lot
125a J. M. Haley (Mclntire)
100a Dame lot (F. Colby)
20a Nellie Gardner lot
44a Mable Willand lot
Portable mill
Adams, Henry J.




Lot 5, Bear Island
Albert, Ronald & Eileen M.
Mixer lot






200a Lots 48 & 49
Amundsen, Trygue B.
Camp & lot, Beech Pond
Lot, Brown
Anderson, Clifford E. & Grace A
Lot 56, Bear Island
Anderson, Edward
1 Boat
Anderson, F. Edward & Winifred V.
Camp & lots 4 & 5, Hall-Doremus
Anderson, Herbert
%a Camp & boathouse
1 Boat
Argersinger, Roy E.


































Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Ai'thur IVTrs Chester L.
Camp & lot 6, Melvin' Gardens 2000 2000 41.60
Avery, Alfred H.
140a Irvin McDuffee farm 800
35a E. McDuffee lot 50 850 17.68
Babbitt Albert V.
3a Camp & lot,' E. B. Edgerly 1800 1800 37.44
Babson, Paul A.
1 Boat 800 800 16.64
Backus, Richard A.
Camp Marjohn—Quigley 2000 2000 41.60
Baer, Hazel S.
Lot & camp, F. Wiggin-Cummings 800 800 16.64
Baker, Frank E. & Mary A.
Lot No. 2, Mixer Oak Hill Drive 2000 2000 41.60
Bald Peak Colony Club
25a Ruth Gordon 3500
35a Frank Home 3000
V2 a C. I Campbell 500
Wilkins 100 7100 147.68
Balkus, Barbara A.
Camp 1500 1500 31.20
Ballard, Ruth M.
7a Gendro—Dr. W. Adams 4000 4000 83.20
Banfill, Fred R.
50a Whitehouse farm 350
10a Gertrude Grant field 150
70a Woodlot (Moulton) 150 650 13.52
Barlow, Austin C.
1 Boat 700 700 14.56
Barnard, Daniel F.
3a Haley place 500 500 10.40
Bartlett, Harriet M.
1^4 a Lot B, Hurlburt farm 1500 1500 31.20
Bates, Richard B.
%a Eliz. Goulding, C. O. Dore 1400
1 Boat 500 1900 39.52
Batley, Mrs. John W.
iy2 a Camp & lot—W. W. Thomas 2200 2200 45.76
Bean & Symonds, Inc.
Wood & lumber 1200 1200 24.96
Beckett, Wheeler
Camp—Ragged Island 500
Lilly camp—Ragged Island 7000
1 Boat 300 7800 162.24
Bell, John A. & Helen B.
Lot & camp (E. B. Edgerly) 2000 2000 41.60
Benoit, Ben., Sr.
1 Boat 800 800 16.64
Benzaquin, Elizabeth L.
la Schoolhouse—Tuftonboro Corner 2500 2500 52.00
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Name and Description
Bernard, Arthur B., Trustee
4a Camp & lot
1 Boat
Bernard, Margaret S.




Camp & lot, Bear Island
Beveridge, Robert C.




10a George O. Bean
Black, George B. & Frances




Camp on Wawbeek Rd.
Boisseau, Ralph H. & Mae E.
2a 2 Harris Camps—C. O. Dore
2 Boats
Boren, A. T., Jr.
1 Boat
Bosher, Hannah & Marjorie
170a 3 Camps, Beech Pond, C. A.
Batchelder 3600 3600 74.88
Boston Y. M. C. A.
66a Sandy Island 9000
110a Frank Blake—Chas. Mclntire 14500
55a Capitola Tyler lot—Carpenter 2500 26000 540.80
Bowen, Russell
1 Boat 1200 1200 24.96
Boyd, Gordon
17a Elmer Trick (Helping Hand) 3200
2a Cottage (Trick) 1600 4800 99.84
Boyd, Raymond W.
35a 2 Gustafson camps—Beech
Pond 1000
Brackett, Dr. Henry F.
4a Baldwin place (C. Tuttle) 150
Brasseur, Herbert S.




la Sarah White camp 2200
Briggs, Minnie C.
7a M. E. Atkins 6000
Total
























Valuation Valuation Total Tax








Brown, Albert & Mildred S.
Camp & lot, Hersey Pasture
Brown, Bernard
10a Lot—Goldsmith lot
Brown, Clyde C. & Amy L.
Lot 18—Bear Island
Brown, Harold
%a Lot & camp, Beech Pond
100a Tuttle lot
la Lot, Beech Pond
Brown, Robert E.
2y2 Belleview Island (Davy)
Buell, Theodore L.






Burleigh, H. S., heirs
16a Meadow
Burnett, Howard W., Jr.
Camp & lot, Hersey pasture
Burwind, Russell
1 Boat
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Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Canney, True D.
la George Hodsdon 3500
V2 a Bertha Johnson 200
1 Boat 200 3900 81.12
Carlton, Walter E.
la Camp—Beech Pond 550
la Camp—Beech Pond (A. S.
Nelson) 550 1100 22.88
Carr, James W.
15a Davis lot (C. Bennett) 100 100 2.08
Carroll, John J.
Camp & Thompson Island 550
1 Boat 100 650 13.52
Caulfield, Marion & Stanley
6a Asa Fox place 1400 1400 29.12
Caverly, Mary, heirs
2a Home place 1700 1700 35.36
Centola, Margaret A.
2Voa Will Swett lot 50 50 1.04
Chaffee Bros. Co.
Wood and lumber 12438 12438 258.71
Chase, Dana F. & Severance,
Donald P.
Lots 26, 27, 28, 29 & part of 30
Bear Island 1500 1500 31.20
Chase, Wm. David
2V2 a VanHorsen camp 1500 1500 31.20
Chase, Wm. David & 6 others
40 ft. right of way to lake 200 200 4.16
Chisholm, Maud E.
Camp Navajo 1100 1100 22.88
Christensen, Bernard, heirs
Lot 6 & V2 of 7—G. I. Hull 1850 1850 38.48
Christie, Gerald E.
Windswept Island & camp 400 400 8.32
Churchill, Dr. E. A.
Camp only at Wawbeek 500
1 Boat 100 600 12.48
Clark, Fred
Reynolds lot 50 50 1.04
Clark, Howard E.
Bonnie View—Wharf Rd. 5500 5500 114.40
Clark, Lawrence C.
V2 a Camp & lot 7—Remmick shore 1100 1100 22.88
Clark, Paul F.
!/4a George Straw place 2200 2200 45 76
Clark, William F.
%a Will Haley camp (Leavitt) 1800 1800 37.44
Cloutier, Eleanor M. & Lucien A.
Lots 21, 22 & 23 Melvin Gardens 750 750 15.60
Coburn, Gordon W. & Rhea A.
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Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax




Collins, John M. & Olive B.
^a Westcott camp
Jackson lot
5a J. M. Haley
Colman, Adele B. & Dr. Joseph A.




120a Part of Bear Island




Lot No. 3, Remmick-Candage
1 Boat
Cowan, Celeste F.
Camp & lot No. 5, Melvin Gardens 3300
Cox, George D., Sr. & Mrs. Geo.
D. Cox
y2 a Camp Dolloff (Preble)
Crane, William M.
3% a Horace Mclntire
Cristal, Philip N.
%a Camp & lots 3 & 4, Merrymount 2400
Crosby, Earl L.
Camp & lot (Briggs-Ferguson)
Crowe, Richard H. & Cecily T.
30a Brick House
25a J. A. Edgerly lot
25a Clark lot
5a John Caverly lot
3a Wishing Well & cabins
Crusius, Carolyn
%a Pillsbury camp
Culton, H. Howard & Gertrude
Lot 57. Bear Island
Currier, John A.
9a Lots B, 9 & 12, Haverhill
Acres
Curtis, Lewis F., Jr.
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Davis, Dr. Hazelton B.
i/ia Charles Young
Davis, Howard C.





Detscher, Richard W. & Marion B.
Camp & lot—Whitten shore
Dickenson, Eugene
1 Boat
Dodge, Elmer W. & Eleanor
Haverhill Acres
Doe, Andrew F.
95a Part of Frank Doe farm
Dolan, Melvin E. & Marjorie E.
3a Doremus camp & lot
1 Boat
Dolbier, Wm. R. & Frances
Lot 25—Melvin Gardens

















3a Lizzie Lord place—Newman
Drowne, Edwin S., Jr.
Camp & lot—Whitten
100' x 200' backland
Drowne, Vernon E.































Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Dube & Murphy
4 Esso gas pumps 500 500 10.40
Duchano, Bob
1 Boat 350 350 7.28
Duffy, Peter J. & Ruth T.
Lot 20, Melvin Gardens 900 900 18.72
Dunsford, Samuel
15a H. F. Hurlburt 20000
5 Boats 2500 22500 468.00
Durand, Richard
1 Boat 1000 1000 20.80
Durkee, H. Allen
l%a William Harris place, 2
camps 4500
1 Boat 1200 5700 118.56
Duso, Jackson H.
Lots 131 & 132, Cow Island 300 300 6.24
Dyer, Geo. C. & Adeline
Camp & lot—Litchfield 3500 3500 72.80
Eames, Seth
1 Boat 800 800 16.64
Earle, Benjamin, heirs
Camp—Beech Pond (John Wyllie') 900
Lot—Beech Pond (Wm. J. Wyllie) 200 1100 22.88
Eddy, Rhoden B.
House & camp—Elijah Kenny
(Stack) 3500 3500 72.80
Edie, Rudolph, Jr. & Alena
l%a M. Tarbell—E. Brown 1800 1800 37.44
Emery, Howard, heirs
%a House & lot 550
14a S. J. Thompson 200 750 15.60
Ericson, Charles A.
20a McKean lot (S. Mclntire) 150 150 3.12
Erskine, Alan R. L.
50a Fannie Home (Bookholtz) 12000 12000 249.60
Esso Standard Oil Co.
4 Gas pumps 500 500 10.40
Ethridge, Charles E., et ux
V^a Camp & lot—Theo. Lamprey 250 250 5.20
Evans, Frank E.
2a Home place 800 800 16.64
Evans, William R., Jr.
Camp & boathouse (Hersey
pasture) 4200
Lot (E. Hitchings) 150 4350 90.48
Fall, Ausbrey & Myrtie B.
160a R. Thompson lot 300 300 6.24
Farrell, Archie W., heirs
1 Boat 200 200 4.16
Farrell, Grace E.
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Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Camp & lot 1800 1800 37.44
Feise, Ernest & Dorothy-
Echo Island 1000 1000 20.80
Ficken, George J., Jr.
Camp & lot Crimmins, Hersey
pasture 2000 2000 41.60
Field, W. C.
Camp (E. Carlton) Dore
1 Boat
Fiske, Wallace G.




Fitchet, Seth M., Jr. & Duncan M.
Camp & lot No. 1, Bear Island
1 Boat
Flint, Harley A.
%a Camp & lot
1 Boat
Foster, Ann D.
4a I. S. Wiggin—Ide camp
Part F. Home (Bookholtz)
Fox, T. Russell
x/4a Camp on Hunter property
Franconia Paper Corp.
145a G. K. Howard (surveyed '53)




Frew, Dr. L. C.
Boat
Friend, Robert A. & Elizabeth T.
15a Miller place & 4500
%a Benson & right of way 100
la Galloup camp (Lynch) 10000
1 Boat 1000 15600 324.48
Frye, E. M.
lV2 a Camp & lots 12 & 13 (G. I.
Hull)
Gale, Walter H.
13a Geo. Wiggin (Hurlburt)
Garrepy, Wm. P.
V2SL Lyons
Gately, Russell E., Mrs.
Rau camp & lot
Lot No. 9, Candage-Remick































la Fred Wiggin 500
Godthardt, Chas. J. & Margaret R.




Camp & lot—Ben Ferguson 1350
Golden Rule Farm
18a Grovers Island—Andrews 6000
Goodrich, Alice
50a Ben Ham lot 150
Gosselin, Chas. E. & Bernice H.
House lot—Harold Hersey 150
Gould, Charles T.
Camp & lot (Hall) 3000
Grebenstein, Susan B.
Charles Bennett home place 3300
Greenwood, George L. & Nellie
!/4 a Butler camp 1700
Gregory, Flora M.
la Bowker camp & boathouse 4400
Gucker, Louise O., heirs
l%a Fulton camp & boathouse 2700
Gulf Oil Corp.




Camp & lots 11 & y2 10 Hull-
Hoppin 2000 2000 41.60
Hall, Marjorie L. & Brooks, Beatrice L.





Charles H. Young camp 1000
Hanson, Walter B. & Lucy A.
2a Camp & lots 10 & 11, Haver-
hill Acres 1350 1350 28.08
Hardy, Arthur C.
53a Camp & Whortleberry Island 1100
2a Camp & lot (Matson), Whortle-
berry Island 1100
1 Boat 900
8a 5 lots (West), Whortleberry
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Camp & lot 7—Merrymount 3300
Hayes, C. Willard
V2 a Camp & 50' lot—Rosa Hayes 600
Hayes, C. Willard & Mitchell, Ellen H.
2a Camp & lot—Rosa Hayes 3200
Hayes, Col. David W.




3a Levi Ladd 100
Heath, Stanley W.




137a Everett Hersey 3000
Hersey, Irving W.
140a Andrew Hersey 800
Camp—Mirror Lake 1200
40a Virgil Hersey 100
150a Banfield Piper 2800
Brennan camp 1200 6100 126.88
Hiald, Fredrick W. & Roberta M.
Lot on Basin Humphrey 100 100 2.08
rT i r) n^ lYT^ t1^^ ypl- rT
V2 a Camp & 50' lot—Rosa Hayes 1400 1400 29.12
Higgins, Mae O.
3a Fred Wiggin (Hosea) 200 200 4.16
Higgins, Maude G.
la Shaw camp—"Pine Lodge" 5500 5500 114.40
Hilderbrant, Richard
2V2 a Ben Lucas place 1300 1300 27.04
Hodges, Milton & Elizabeth
Camp & lot—Beech Pond 750
75a Gilman farm (Spinka-Carr) 2500
1 Boat 800 4050 84.24
Hodgkins, Elliot
1 Boat 900 900 18.72
Hodgkins, Woodbury D. & Margaret W.
135a Nat. Neal place 2500
27% a V2 Pasture (A. N. Dow) 150
14a S. J. Thompson 200 2850 59.28
Hodsdon, George M., Jr.
80a Jonathan Hodsdon place 2800 2800 58.24
Hoge, Emily W.
2a Lots 54 & 55—Bear Island 1800 1800 37.44
Horace, Robert A.
1 Boat 500 500 10.40
Horle, Richard
150' lake shore on Winter Harbor 750 750 15.60
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Hot Shoppes, Inc.
5a Rollin Jones, Sr. (Bushnell) 16500








23a Piper pasture (Edgerly-
Winslade)
Howe, Edward R. & Sylvia




%a Goodell camp & lot
Hull, Lawrence
x/4a Lot, Remick-Hull
Hume, Edward L. & Mary
2a Camp & lot—Edwards
Humphrey, Gorham W.
30a Deep Cove lot
25a Chase lot & camp
36a Lot on basin
1 Boat
Hutchins, Carleen M.
y2 a Lot "A" Hurlburt farm











Lot No. 6 & camp—Doremus-Hall
Johnston, William J.
100a House & lot—No. 9 Road
Jones, Freeman F. & Phyllis L.




Camp Johnsport (F. Wiggin)
Jones, Martha B.
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mount 3200 3200 66.56
Jones, Russell G.
Camp & lot, Beech Pond (Bosher) 400 400 8.32
Jordon, Gilbert & Anne
5a Lot No. 1 & backland, Mirror
Lake (Mixer) 500 500 10.40
Kaiser, Robert
1 Boat 1900 1900 39.52
Keen, Kennard G., Jr.
5a Cote-Hodgdon 6000 6000 124.80
Keith, John R.
11a Camp & lot near Wawbeek
(Blount) 400 400 8.32
Kelley, Rev. Alden D.
3a Louis Waterbury Camp "Ina-
school" 2250
15a Jonathan Hodsdon lot 150 2400 49.92
Kelley, Vernon
1 Boat 1900 1900 39.52
Kells, John C, estate
l%a 2 Camps—Jane Wiggin 1000 1000 20.80
Keyes, William A.
28a Frances Straw place & parcel
on Dame Road 2800 2800 58.24
Klumpp, Joseph J. & Elizabeth
x/2a Lot—Narrows 800 800 16.64
Knowlton, Donald
Camp & lot—Mirror Lake 1400 1400 29.12
Kruschivitz, Ida
Camp & lot—Fred Wiggin 900 900 18.72
Laase, Yvonne
V2SL Camp—Lower Bay 1700 1700 35.36
Labombard, Raymond
1 Boat 200 200 4.16
Ladd, Byron A.
30a Harvey Ladd home place 1500 1500 31.20
Lahey, Alice C.
Lewis White Camp 1500 1500 31.20
Laing, George
%a Camp—Mazuz field 1650
1 Boat 1200 2850 59.28
Lambert, Amos & Amanda
Camp Tomahawk 1300 1300 27.04
Langdon, Haven
Boat 1000 1000 20.80
Langdon, Norman
Lot, Narrows—Huber 550 550 11.44
Lawrence, Carl B. & Aline D.
Camp & lot 6, Hersey pasture 1800 1800 37.44
Lawrence, Edwin D.
20a Camp—Beech Pond, Briggs 900 900 18.72
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Lawrence, Richard
65a Part of Dan Libby lot 200 200 4.16
Letoil, William J.
3a Luddy camp—Church 9000 9000 187.20
Levesque, Louis E.
Camp & lot—Fred Wiggin 1500 1500 31.20
Levy, Maurice E.
y2 a Bungalow (Hodgdon) 800 800 16.64
Libby, Arthur A., Jr.
Park lot 300 300 6.24
Libby, Norman
25a F. Libby 75 75 1.56
Lindol, Annie F. & Miner, Olga L.
la Camp & lot 7000 7000 145.60
Littlefield, Stitson W. & Agnes H.
6a Butler (Aaron Gilman) 1000 1000 20.80
Livernash, Edward R. & Virginia H.
Lot 25, Bear Island 300 300 6.24
Loftus, George
20a Fred Moulton lot (A. N. Dow) 800
%a Lot—Louise McDuffee 50 850 17.68
Lord, Milton A., heirs
50a John D. Morrison place 1700 1700 35.36
Lothrope, Earl
Camp only at Wawbeek 100 100 2.08
Louden, Henry A.
1 Boat 1000 1000 20.80
Lovelace, Roland A. & Lucy
Lot No. 5, Remick-Candage 900
Lot No. 6, Remick-Candage 700 1600 33.28
Lovett-Janison, Paul
Lot No. 10 & camp—Little Bear
Island 1000 1000 20.80
Low, Richard
Camp & lot—Theo. Whitten 1000 1000 20.80
MacKerron, Angus
6V2 a Swett lot 500 500 10.40
MacNeil, John W.
6a George Copp place 3200 3200 66.56
Magliozzi, Lucv A.
Camp (Piper-Bean) 300 300 6.24
Mahan, Louella
3a Jane Wiggin—Wilson 3300 3300 68.64
Maitland, John A. & Beulah
Camp & Pleasant Island 600
Hurricane Island 100 700 14.56
Malcolm, Robert D.
LotNo. 5, Haverhill Acres 500 500 10.40
Manning, Horace & Hazel
2y2 a Craig lot 500 500 10.40
Manning, Leslie & Mary H.
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2V2SL Craig lot 500 500 10.40
Markley, Elizabeth
7a Gertrude Watson 1600 1600 33.28
Martin, Ellery L.
Lot 43 & 2 Camps (Loomis), Bear
Island 2800 2800 58.24
Martin, Ellery L. & Loomis, John D .
Lot No. 42 & part of 41, Bear
Island 500 500 10.40
Martin, Ethel
70a Charles Ham pasture 300
10a Pine lot 100
4a Burbank field 50 450 9.36
Mason, Reginald M. & Dorothy G.
20a Home place (Stillings) 800 800 16.64
Mathewson, Rosa H.
V2 a Camp & 50' lot—Rosa Hayes 600 600 12.48
Mattlage, Herbert
55a Ralph Bean place 2000 2000 41.60
Maynard, William
Part of Little Whortleberry
Island 100 100 2.08
McDuffee, Gerald
20a J. B. Glidden 200 200 4.16
McDuffee, Lloyd
30a H. Felker (Hodges) 200 200 4.16
McGlashan, George A.
2a C. Wilcox place 1300
2a J. M. Haley lot (Gibbs-Peters) 300 1600 33.28
McGregor, Bennett
l^a Lot No. 2, Haverhill Acres 1000 1000 20.80
McGuire, J. E.
%a Camp & lot (Ray-Fancy) 700 700 14.56
Meehan, Alice K.
%a Seavey place 1400 1400 29.12
Meehan, Charles R.
Camp & lot No. 8—Candage-
Remick 1650 1650 34.32
Melanson, Joseph I.
Lot, Narrows—Huber 1500 1500 31.20
Merriam, Albert C.
Fannie Kimball (Rink) 1100
Fannie Kimball lot 150 1250 26.00
Merrill, Henry F.
l%a Renaud camp & 2 lots 4400 4400 91.52
Merrymount Associates
Boathouse 700 700 14.56
Meurling, Alfred R.
12a Part of B. M. Brown farm 1500 1500 31.20
Miles, Carrol C. & Ruth D.
Camp Kiweton (Boisseau) 2400
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2 Boats 1600 4000 83.20
Miller, H. B.
1 Boat 800 800 16.64
Miller, Harold S. & Ruth H.
Rockaway camp (Home) 2500 2500 52.00
Mills, Frank D.
6a Camp & lot (Sawyer) 4800
2 Boats 2000 6800 141.44
Mills, Ruth E.
%a Camp & lot—Beech Pond 450 450 9.36
Milnes, Richard H.
V2 a Camp & lot No. 3, Bear
Island 800 800 16.64
Mitchell, Ellen H.
^a Camp & 50' lot—Rosa Hayes 800 800 16.64
Mitchell, Patricia L.
14a Lanes End Camp—Haley
Point 20200 20200 420.16
Moffitt, Laura R.
I. N. Jackson camp 1900 1900 39.52
Moffitt, Lucian Q.
1 Boat 300 300 6.24
Molloy, William M.
Foster Davis (Chas. Hoyt) 500 500 10.40
Moody, Clayton G.
54a Part of Charles Bassett farm 300 300 6.24
Morrison, A. H., estate
la E. R. Whitten lot 4000 4000 83.20
Morse, Bessie E.
Gould lot 500 500 10.40
Muire, Roger
1 Boat 1000 1000 20.80
Munsey, Paul
Camp & lot No. 1, Remick-
Candage 1000 1000 20.80
Murch, Thomas
25a John Waldron lot 800 800 16.64
Murphy, James C.
1 Lot, 20 Mi. Bay—Sawyer 500 500 10.40
Murphy, J. L.
1 Boat 750 750 15.60
Mylod, John F.
1 Boat 900 900 18.72
Neal, James H., heirs
44a Meadow—R. Neal 100 100 2.08
Neal, John, heirs
12a Meadow 25 25 .52
Negralle, Albert & Barbara
Camp & lot, L. Harris 2000 2000 41.60
Neilson
Boat 900 900 18.72
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Nelson, Warren




Newcomb, Everett & Marion
8a McDougal—E. Wiggin
8a J. M. Welch
4 Camps
Newcomb, Raymond H.
Camp & lot—S. Hersey
Newgent, H,
Boat
New England Box Co.
100a Lot No. 60 (Ossipee Valley
Corp-Marble)
100a Lot No. 16 (J. Willand)
55a Prospect Hill (R. Lamprey)




56a A. K. Roberts
700a Lots 52, 53, 54, 55, 57, 58,
61, 62, 63, 64, 65
N. H. Electric Co-op., Inc.
15.59 Miles of lines & subrstation
Stock in trade
Nute, Harold H. & Amelia A.
E. J. Hodgdon, 192.4 shore
Onthank, Beatrice L.
%a Lot, Whitten shore
Opperman, Frederick
Lot (F. Church) & rt. of way
Osborne, Frank N., Jr.
4a Lot & camp (Arthur Libby)
Osgood, Elsa E.
Camp, cabin & V2 lot (M. Piper)
Osgood, John B.
Lot "A", Haverhill Acres
Marena camp
Osgood, Mary W.
Camp & V2 lot (M. Piper)
Ossipee Oil Co.
50a Dame lot
Page, Francis E. & Carol T.
2a Camp & lot, Gould, Hadley
Page, Louise & R. Alan
23a Camp & lot (J. M. Haley—F.
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1 Boat 900 900 18.72
Camp & lot 9 & % of lot 10
(Levitch)
Patterson, Evard H. & Mildred
Part Royal Young lot
Philbrick, Ruth & Lauzonis, Sylvia





30a Fay lot (Britton)
Poore, Leon M.
lMza Camp & lot No. 3, Haverhill
Acres
1 Boat
Pope, Nichola & Jacqueline
Camp & lot—Young
Porter, Henry P.









Camp & lot (F. Wiggin—Reed)





Public Service Co. of N. H.
7 Miles line
Qua, Clara F.
2% a Camp & lot (C. O. Dore)
Quimby, Lawton B. & Roselle K.
Lot No. 35, Bear Island
Ramson, Horace U.
50a John Stevens lot
65a Frye lot
Rau, Dorothy E.
^a Part Charles Bennett field
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Redmond, John A. & Carolyn
Camp & 2 lots (Theo. Whitten)
Rice, Leonard A.
la Camp & lot (E. B. Edgerly)
Boat
Robblee, Donald M.
V2B. Camp & lot (Chas. Young)
%a Gift Shop & lot (Chas. Young
Robblee, Wm. H.
%a Camp & lot (Chas. Young)
Roberts, Clive M.
Lot—Basin (Humphrey)
Robertson, Ralph A. & Gladys M.
2 1/2a Camp & lot, Narrows
(Hunter)
1 Boat
Robie, Harrison A. & Florence A.
Camp & lot—Narrows
Robie, Richard S.
103a Baldwin Place (Ferris)
Rock, John J.
2a Wendell Emery lot
Rockwell, George H.
2a Dr. Bradford camp
Rogers, S. J.
la Boat
Rogers, Charles W., Jr.
Lot No. 11, Remick-Candage
Rollins, Hoxvard A.




95a Asa Fox place
5a Bessie Newell lot
Boat
Sandstrom, Ebba P.
82a Part Charles Bassett farm
Sault, Raymond G. & Pearl L.
Camp & lot No. 8 & % of 7
( Hall-Hutchings
)







la Albert Dow place (Jones)
Schofield, Susannah
Harry White camp, Wawbeek Rd.,
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la Camp & lot—Blount 4300
Schulte, Louis H. & Van A.
3a E. R. Whitten (Brim) 5500
Scott, C. Walter
la Camp & lot (C. 0. Dore-Harris) 2000
1 Boat 100
Senior, Walter M.
1 Filling Station 1100
Shohl, Florence C.
la Clarence Stidham place 2800
25a Dore lot 900
Lawless, 450' shore ' 5000
1 Boat 200 8900 185.12
Sibley, Rudolph A.
5a G. T. Dudley place 4400 4400 91.52
Sislane, Leo & Muriel J.
3a Albert Edgerly place 1000 1000 20.80
Skinner, William L.
2a Camp & lot, Hitchings Rd. 350 350 7.28
Sleeper, Richard
Camp & lot—Narrows 1450 1450 30.16
Sleigh, Robert C.
Camp & lot, Wawbeek Rd. 1600 1600 33.28
Sliter, Mary Ethel
Lots No. 16 & 17, Bear Island 500 500 10.40
Smith, Carl & Margaret
2a Camp & lot (Rudolph)
2a Camp & lot (Rudolph) 400 400 8.32
Smith, E. H., heirs
y2 a Camp & lot—Beech Pond 400 400 8.32
Smith, Ernest
Boat 200 200 4.16
Smith, Frederick J. & Doris C.
Pt. Jones lot—Peterson 500 500 10.40
Smith, George
Boat 800 800 16.64
Smith, Harold W.
%a Camp & lot—Beech Pond 800 800 16.64
Smith, Herbert & Josephine
Camp lot^L. Harris 1300 1300 27.04
Smith, Jesse M.
20a J. A. Edgerly 6500
9a Fred Morrill 2000 8500 176.80
Smith, Newton & Dorothy
Craig lot 500 500 10.40
Smith, Richard W.
l%a Camp & lot No. 4, Haverhill
Acres 1600 1600 33.28
Smith, Roy H.
1 Boat 900 900 18.72
Smith, Sydney Butler
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20a Edwin S. Poore place
44a A. M. Swett lot
8a Mable Humphrey lot
1 Boat
Smith, Wendell T., Jr., & Virginia L.
Camp & lots No. 6 & 7 Bear
Island
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.
Gas pumps & tanks
Somers, Rudolph & Emily








Sparks, Ralph M. & others
15a Merrymount
Springford, Fredrick L., Jr.
1 Boat
Springer, Charles W., heirs





Stackpole, Fred & Rebie
30a Bean lot
Stagg, Elinor J. & Glenn W.
la Hannah Edgerly
2a John Edgerly
Stammers, Herman H. & Helen E.




Stevens, Philip S. et ux
10a Camp & lot—Mirror Lake
(Reed-Buttrick) 1800 1800 37.44
Stewart, Richard L.






























y2 a 2 Camps—Wawbeek Rd.
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Strubin, Mrs. Louise G.
20a George I. Hull place
80a George I. Hull lot
1 Boat
Sullivan, Josephine R.
6a House and lot (Chick)
Sullivan, Rillie D., heirs





Sweetnam, Dr. George H.
14a Camp & lot (Edgerly-H. Doe)
Swett, Dana F. & Howard B.
Vzb. Camp & lot
10a Woodlot
3a Addie M. Hodgdon lot
Swift, Bernice
Camp & Pine Tree Island
Tabor, Theodore E. & Phebe E.
4a Part Whitehouse farm
Teague, Dr. H. S.
Boat
Teichman, Rev. F. W.
%a Camp & lot—Hersey pasture
Thompson, Mrs. Asa (Carrie)
70a Moulton lot
Thorngren, Henry B. & Gerda
l%a Sheppard field—Craigue
Tibbetts, Mrs. Ford (Anna)
Camp & lot, Beech pond
Tibbetts, Warren L. & Ruby N.
Lot No. 242, Cow Island
Tibbetts, Willis F.
Camp & lot, Beech Pond (Alstrim,
Emma C.)
Titloni, John E. & Thurston, George
8a Annie Ladd
Tobey, Fred C.
840a Lots No. 68, 69, V2 of 70 &
71, 72, 73, 74 & 75. (T. G.
Plant)
Toland, Patrick J.
2 lots—C. O. Dore
Tombs, John M.
E. R. Whitten camp 9000
Drowne's camp 3200
E. R. Whitten lot 500
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y2 a Willand Island 550 550 11.44
Town of Berwick
24a % Jane Clark Moody 200 200 4.16
Townsend, Edward M.
1 Boat 1500 1500 31.20
Tucker, Mrs. Lylah
House & lot (Fowler) 2500 2500 52.00
Turner, Elmer A.
Camp & lots No. 3 & 4, Melvin
Garden 3000
Camp & lot No. 2, Melvin Garden 1700
1 Boat 700 5400 112.32
Turrill, Donald J.
%a Camp & lot, Hersey pasture 2200 2200 45.76
Tyler, Robert P.
Boat 500 500 10.40
Tyler, Robert & Jane
la Lot No. 8, Bear Island 300 300 6.24
Ulrich, Harold D.
Camp "Deer Run" (Dore-Towers) 5000
1 Boat 1800 6800 141.44
University of N. H.
33a % Lot 56—F. Lord Exempt
Updegraff, Robert R.
185a George Welch place 4500 4500 93.60
Urquhart, Anna W.
3a Camp & lot, Beech Pond 650 650 13.52
Ussher, Doris T. & Charles W.
la Woodward camp 1700 1700 35.36
Vanalstine, Frederick H.
Camp & lot (H. Jones) 1500 1500 31.20
VanVliet, Franklin E. & Gertrude A.
Lot No. 20, Bear Island 300 300 6.24
Vaughn, David
Lower Schoolhouse 650 650 13.52
Venable, Janice W.
Boathouse & lot (C. O. Dore) 550 550 11.44
Vittum, Norman E.
2a Fernandez lot (Edwards) 250 250 5.20
Voorhees, Frank
Boat 1000 1000 20.80
Vose, Ernest M.
x/4a Camp & lot—Chas. Parsons




40a D. D. Wingate-Geo. Welch 100
50a Hersey lot, Geo. Welch 100 200 4 16
Walter, Otto C. & Esther V.
15a Daniel Libby 250
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3a John Haley—Abbott
Ward, George F.
65a J. W. Haley
Wares, Leon P.




Waters, Isabel & Greenlaw, Evelyn W.
%a Theo. Hunt camp
Watts, Harris Gram
la Camp & lots 22, 23 & 24 Bear
Island
Boat
Watts, Dr. W. F.
Boat
Watts, Winthrop F. & Svlvia L.
Camp & lot (Theo. Whitten)
Weeks, Kenneth W.
_67a 2 s Mt. lot No. 56
Welch, Jennie E., heirs
la Addie Ham lot
47a Woodlot (J. Thompson)
Welch, Maurice
7a Camp & lot—Clark garage
Garage
Welch, William N. & Eileen
210' Lot (Mark Piper-Hunter)
Wenzel, Charles J.





120a Seldon Mclntire farm
White, Edna C.
l^a Camp & 3 lots—Hersey
pasture
White, Leroy W.
35a Stevens lot, Straw
White, Lewis B.
*i a Camp & lot—Edgerly
White, Walter
White Mt. Power Co.,
33.71 Miles of line
Whiting, Irma M. & Arthur D.
x/4a Camp & lot, Wingate Cove
Whitman, Catherine W.
y2 a Camp & lot, Thomas Whitte-
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3a Part of Chas. Davis field
Whittier, Alida A.
Boat
Wiegand, Dr. A. J.
1 Boat
Wiggin, Milton




Camp & lot No. 2 (Hall-Doremus)
Williams, Harry H.
3a Charles W. Davis place
Willis, Charles E. & Celia
V2 a Camp & lots 14, 15 & 17
Melvin Gardens
Willy, Floyd & Helen C.
Camp and lot 9, Bear Island
Wilson Motors
2 Boats
Winchester, Maria L., heirs
23a Farm Island
Winslade, Rev. Taplin J.
3a Camp & lot (Robert Paige)
Witham, Cedric & Francena
Camp & lots 134 & 135 Cow Island 1500
Phillips, Genevieve T.
Horace Mclntire lot & camp
(Tyler) 1700 1700 35.36
Wolley, Sumner R.
6a Gutekunst camp & lots 1, 2 &
y2 of No. 3 (Wm. Bixby)
1 Boat
Wood, Edna L.







12a Part of E. Woodworth place
11a John Haley lot (Miliner)
Wright, Arthur E.
85a Dodge pasture (Viefield)
Wrye, George E.
Small cottage
Wuehrman, Dr. Arthur H.
Camp & lot (Theodora Whitten)
Backland
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Hodgdon, 189' shore 6000 6000 124.80
Yeaton, Col. Ivan D.
la Helen's Island 100 100 2.08
Yerxa, Marjorie S,
Store Island 50 50 1.04
Youth Guidance Foundation
179a J. A. Brackett 6000
300a Lots 36, 37 & 39 600
30a Ernest Deland 100
10a Daniel Libby 100 6800 141.44





Acker, Albert & Mona B.
27a Part Geo. Wiggin & house
Adams, Roger K.




30a Alonzo Piper lot
Adjutant, Helen P.
Adjutant, Raymond M., Soldier*






Allen, Charles B., Soldier





Camp & lot (E. B. Edgerly)
Allen, Oliver R.
75a Woodbury Libby farm
80a Leavitt lot
12a Hall field
Anderson, Earl E. & Olive J.
100a D. D. Wingate place
45' x 50' Merrymount
Appleby, Ann







4a J. M. Welch
Bain, Fred W.





















































4a Camp & Birch & Squirrel
Islands 2700
70a George Morrison 1000
Banfield, Rose B. Poll
Banfield, Stanley M. Poll
Camp & Lot 1500
Bariteau, Charles, Soldier
Bariteau, Pauline Poll
Batchelder, (Mrs. R. M.) Muriel J. Poll
Batchelder, R. M. Poll
Tower lot & 4 cabins . 4600
Battersby, C. Brenton, Soldier
15a Jane Wiggin 2200





20a Haley lot 250
Baxter, George & Priscilla (Sold to
Harry & Martha Baxter)
90a Everett Home Dudley 250
Baxter, Martha Poll
Baxter, Priscilla W. Poll
88a Addie West place 2500
100a Haley lot 250
5a Meadow (Charles Pinkham) 50
15a George Berry lot 100
2a Bungalow & lot (Kane) 1500
Bayer, Margaret L. Poll
Bean, Constance Poll
Bean, Cora, heirs
70a Stone house 1500
Bean, Dorothy Poll
Bean, Frank J. Poll
46a Streeter lot 700
50a Kennison lot 100
10a Woodlot 50
Horner house site 50
Bean, Mary F. Poll
Bean, Milton L. H. Poll
30a Wiggin lot, 2a L. Edgerly
—
Echo farm 2500
195a G. T. Dudley lot 1000
Bean, Robert E., Soldier
Bell, Kenneth E. Poll
70a Camp'Hersey pasture 13000
New house 9000
1 Boat 250
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Bennett, 0. V., heirs
95a John E. Bennett
50a V2 of Gilman lot
Bennett, Ralph V., Soldier
8a Meadow
50a V2 of Gilman lot
Bense, Ella R.
Bense, Theodore A., Soldier*
10V2 a Albert Swett
5a Bowman field




Benson, Ronald K., Soldier*






Bickford, John H., Jr.




V2 a Minnie White
lV2 a E. E. Ingalls
30a Pine lot
12a V2 of Ingalls lot
1 Cow
Bisbee, Clyde E., Soldier
10a & 8a 2 lots, F. Staples
Blaisdell, Thomas H.
Total
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100a Farm 1000
15a Meadow 50
20a Mallard lot 100 1150 23.92
Blake, Mary J.
3a Everett Fall place 1650 1650 34.32
Boardman, Forest E. Poll
30a Peavey place 350 350 7.28
Bowman, Charles H. & Mable C.
la Ed Ayers place 2200 2200 45.76
Britton, Ruth Poll
Brown, Charles H., heirs
120a Beech River farm 1300 1300 27.04
Bullock, Charles E., Soldier*
47a Horace Mclntire place 2500 2500 52.00
Bullock, Charles E., II, Soldier
Bullock, Phylis C. Poll
Bunce, Jessie Poll
Bunce, Vincent, Soldier
%a Bennett lot & house 1000 1000 Ex ;
Burchstead, Warren W. Poll
Buschmeyer, Fred S., Soldier
17a High Pines lot 400
Camp & lot 13—Merrymount 3300 3700 76.96
Buschmeyer, Fred S. s Jr., Soldier
Buschmeyer, Myrna E. Poll
Bushman, Fay Poll
Bushman, Robert J., Soldier*
la Horner place 650
6a Apple orchard 150 800 16.64
Bushnell, George H., heirs
2% a Rollin Jones, Jr. 30000
1 Boat 700 30700 638.56
Bushnell, Laura Poll
Buttrick, Cora B. (over 70)
Buttrick, Leander C. Poll
Camp & lot—Narrows 1600
E. Russell camp 1200
2 Boats 700 3500 72.80
Cantwell, Rev. Edward W., Soldier
Cantwell, Erma L. Poll
Caulfield, Stanley J.
3a V2 Asa Fox 1400 1400 29.12
Caverly, Walter H., heirs
28a Great Meadow lot 50 50 1.04
Cellarius, Edna
la Mark Piper place 1750 1750 36.40
Cellarius, Kenneth E. Poll
2a Horace Walker (Mark Piper) 150 150 3.12
Cellarius, M. Elizabeth Poll
Chandler, Mrs. Florence Poll
130a Caverly farm 4000 4000 83.20
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Chandler, Henry P. Poll
Chandler, Henry P., Jr., Soldier
Cheney, Earl L. Poll
la Gus Bean 1000
5a John Bean 150 1150 23.92
Cheney, Edna Y. Poll
Cheney, Gordon Poll
3a Gus Bean 900 900 18.72
Cheney, Hattie Poll
Cheney, Isabel L. Poll
Cheney, John G. Poll
40a % J. B. Whitten 1920
la Lewis Geto 25
8 Cows 440
1 Neat stock 40 2425 50.44
Cheney, Pearl Poll
Cheney, Ralph B., Soldier
25a Freeman Gove place 800 800 Ex ri
Cheney, Raymond E., Soldier
x/£a Kenneth Haley 800 800 Ex
Cheney, Violet Poll
Cheney, William J.
10a y5 J. B. Whitten 480 480 9.98
Clark, Ernest C.
House & lot 6500 6500 135.20
Colby, Howard C, Soldier
IV2B, House & 4 lots 3800
89a Charles Copp 600
Tractors & shovel 4500 8900 185.12
Colby, Reginald Poll
Colby, Thelma E. Poll
Conant, Dinsmore P. & William
M., Jr. 2 Polls
4a Camp & lot 10000
1 Boat 1000 11000 228.80
Cormier, J. Lionel, Soldier
Cormier, Mrs. Pamelia Poll
Cornforth, Lela B. Poll
%a 2 Camps & lot 1400 1400 29.12
Courtney, Eric, Soldier*
3a Cottage & Ham field 2300 2300 47.84
Courtney, Geraldine Poll
Craig, Gardner S. & Edith M. Poll
74a A. L. Brewster 2800
Horner mill site 50
Part of Haley place 300
3a Mary Bean 50
Camp on Haley Point 2750
2a Leon Shepherd 200 6150 127.92
Craigue, Kenneth Poll
Camp & lot (Henry Hayes) 800 800 16.64
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Craigue, Mary B. Poll
Crook, Edna S. Poll
Crook, Charles Poll
Vsa John Stackpole place 1100
Curry, James J. Poll
2a Whittle Camp—Davis 10000
1 Boat 800
Curry, M. Adele Poll
Curtis, Kenneth G., Soldier*
3a Charles Piper 800
Goat 20
Curtis, Jacqueline Poll
Davis, Albert E., Soldier
115a Wallace place 200
Davis, Arthur B., Soldier
52a Shepherd lot 800
Davis, Beatrice E. Poll
Davis, Doris Poll
Davis, Eda M. Poll
28a Drew lot 100
10a Pine lot 50
15a A. W. Wiggin 60
30a Peavey lot 100
Davis, Eleanor M. Poll
7a Horner lot & camp (R.
Thompson) 1000
Davis, Flora Poll




6a Gordon Ladd place 1600
6a Dame field 50
3a Dr. Berry lot 275
Davis, Paul W. Poll
8a Hersey lot 100
la House & lot—Gould 600
Davis, Roger V. Poll
House & lot 2000
Garage & barber shop lot 1700
Garage (Emma Howe) 1600
Stock in trade 600
Davis, Willis P., Soldier
Dearborn, Louie W. Poll
8a T. H. Blaisdell 700
10a Gould lot 200
Dearborn, Lula Poll
DeGroot, George
E. J. Hodgdon Huber lot 5000
Devork, Anthony, Soldier*
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2000 41.60
(Forsyth) 1500
Stock in trade 500
Devork, Grace Poll
DeWitt, Helena C. Poll
DeWitt, Joanne Poll
DeWitt, Walter A. Poll
Dickey, Everett E. Poll




Dore, Leon E. Poll
la Home place 500
30a Young lot (Seldon Mclntire) 200
2 Cows 100
Dore, Mildred E. Poll
iy2 a W. P. Willand lot 30
Dore, Richard Poll
2a House & lot—Gould 400
Dore, Roy E., Soldier
40a Pasture (Bisbee) 100
Doten, Clarence A. Poll
la Bisbee Place 450
Doten, Letitia E. Poll
Dow, Albert H. Poll
Dow, Albert H., Jr. Poll
2a Charles Ham place 2200
Stock in trade 600
Machinery, etc. 600
Dow, Elleanor Poll
Dow, Ausbrey N. Poll
72a Home place 2900
8a R. Hodgdon—J. Q. Haley 100
80a Pasture—W. W. Thomas 500
50a Meadow—S. Mclntire 200




Wood & lumber 6875
20a Forrest Hersey 50
260a H. McDuffee lot 500
40a E. McDuffee lot 100
Dow, Bernice H. Poll
Dow, Dorothy Poll
Dow, Greta Poll
Dow, Kathryn B. Poll


















Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Drucker, Lela M. Poll
"Gray Birches" 1200 1200 24.96
Drucker, Ralph Poll
Drury, Dr. Herbert W. Poll
V2 a "Windleblo" camp & lot-
Humphrey 5000
1 Boat 800
3 Mules 100 5900 122.72
Drury, Mrs. Herbert Poll
Dube, Elsie Poll
Dube, Norman W., Soldier*
46a Harry A. Davis place 6000 6000 124.80
Dunn, Elsie Poll
Dunn, Kenneth G., Soldier*
Vsa Henry Durgin—Willard 3000 3000 62.40
Edgerly, Alice Poll
Edgerly, Edwin B.
128a Edgerly farm 5000
19a Frank Piper 2000
10a Clarence Staples 100
25a Piper pasture 100
150a Company lot 600
Cow 60 7860 163.49
Edgerly, John I. Poll
2 Camps & lot (Edgerly) 6850
la Broadview—E. Edgerly 2500 9350 194.48
Edwards, John T., heirs
2a Store & house 1100 1100 22.88
Edwards, Mary W. Poll
Eldridge, Carlton S. Poll
Camp 150 150 3.12
Eldridge, Carlton 0., Jr., Soldier
%a Camp 100
V2B. Lot—Bisbee 50 150 3.12
Eldridge, Esther Poll
Eldridge, Susie
%a Home place 1000 1000 20.80
Eldridge, Dana
1 Cow 60 60 1.25
Emery, Nellie F. Poll
Emery, Patricia Poll
Emery, Wendal
160a Lucy Libby—Chas. Emery 1800 1800 37.44
Esterbrook, George C, heirs
15a Bean place 525
30a Lillian Bean 175 700 14.56
Evans, Freeman S.
la Sullivan house 2500 2500 52.00
Fahlman, Hilda A. Poll
Fahlman, John R., Soldier*
13a John Thompson—Home place 2800
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40a 2 pastures (Severance)
Fernald, Walter E.
9a Wawbeek Hotel
Hoagland camp & 2 cabins
C. I. Campbell camp



















74a Marden lot & house
Cow
Graham, John E.
iy2 a Camp & lot—R. Young
Graham, Lisa
House & Lot—R. Young
Greenbank, Benjamin M.
















































































Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Haley, Lawrence W. Poll
Haley, Muriel Poll
Haley, Velma Poll
Hall, Albert B. Poll
10a Durland lot, house & 6 cabins 10300
6a Morse lot 1000 11300 235.04
Hall, Lillian K. Poll
Ham, Florence Poll
Ham, Leroy E. Poll
24a E. E. Ingalls 600
1 Cow 60 660 13.73
Hansen, Carl I., Soldier*




Motel 10000 24350 506.48
Hansen, Pearl Poll
Hardie, John W. & Irene B. 2 Polls
37a Joseph Blake 2650
2 Cows 160 2810 58.45
Hardon, Corrinne T.
14a Baxter place 3300
Guesthouse 1200 4500 93.60
Haven, Sarah K.
2 Camps & lot 3300 3300 68.64
Hayes, Carl D., Soldier
Fox Tea Room 1400 1400 29.12
Hayes, Flora Poll
Hayes, Henry F., heirs*
6a Home place 600
2a W. W. Thomas 100 700 14.56
Hayes, Mabel P., Soldier's widow
Hebert, Omer, Soldier
Camp (Levi Ayers) 650 650 Exempt
Hebert, Ruth Poll
Heinlein, E. E.
2a Dana Eldridge 1650 1650 34.32
Helping Hand Society
Building & lot 500 500 10.40
Herlihy, Edna E. Poll
Herlihy, Raymond J. Poll
V2 a Fernald house (Patton) 3300 3300 68.64
Hersey, Edwin C, heirs
75a James Bennett 1500
50a Copp lot 300
35a Wingate lot 100 1900 39.52
Hersey, Forrest W. Poll
75a Farm 3200
33a Haley lot 50
25a Meadow 50
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la Ann Haley 10




Hersey, Hattie B. (over 70)
Hersey, John L. Poll
Hersey, Olive Poll
Hersey, Otis A.
124a John L. Hersey place 2000
95a Pasture 200
Log cabin & camps 1350
3 Cows 100





Lot near DeMolay garage (Wilcox) 400
Hlushuk, Claire V. Poll
Hlushuk, Kenneth W. Poll
Hlushuk, Jack, heirs
15a Abbie Hersey 900
Hlushuk, Leora Poll
Hodgdon, Ann M. Poll
Hodgdon, Eunice M. Poll
Hodgdon, Edwin J. Poll
Office 1000
Shop & machinery 2100
Lot—Theo. Whitten, 50' shore 625
Stock in trade 5000
Grace Johnson lot 3750
27a Frank Goodwin lots 200
9a Everett Hersey 150
Hodgdon, Forrest W. Poll
85a Farm 2600
30a Brad Burleigh lot 100
105a Lyford lot—No. 45 200
175a Pond lot 300
50a R. C. Glidden lot—Palmer 200
5a Whitehouse field 100
5a Palmer field 200
50a Ula Bean lot 50
25a George Bean lot 50
15a Wood lot 50
6 Cows 420
Tractor 500
Hodgdon, Frances C. Poll
Hodgdon, Glenn F., Soldier*

























Hodgdon, F. Herman, heirs
90a Daniel Wiggin place 3100
Hodgdon, Lizzie
4a Home place 2400
Hodgdon, Natt W.
Store & buildings 2750
3a Andrew Hersey lot 50
Stock in trade 2000
New house 2400
Hodgdon, Raeburn W., Soldier*
& Patricia Poll
40a Priggin 3000
6a Jane Moody 100
Hodgdon, Viola Poll
Hodges, Burgess G., Soldier
la Lots 2, 3 & house—Senior 5500
Hodges, Priscilla Poll
Holbrooks, V. Jane, Soldier
Holmes, Jeanne Poll
Holmes, Sumner M. Poll
100a Win. Thompson place 1600
Hooghkirk, Lillian E. Poll
Hooghkirk, Norman H. Poll
la Frank Staples place 1000
7a Charles Hersey lot 600
Hooper, Elsworth Poll
House & lot 1000
Hooper, Muriel V. Poll
Howe, Robert D. & Dorothy R. 2 Polls
l^a House & lot 3500
Haigh camp (Hull) 1700
Hull, Clara, heirs
3a Samuel Piper place 1650
Hull, Manton R., Soldier
20a Part of Remmick place, house
& camp 3100
Hunt, Philip C. Poll
7a Camp & lot 600
Hunter, Barbara E. Poll
Hunter, Bradbury E., Soldier*
37a Joshua Tate-Levi Ladd 1400
Mill 2700
Wood & lumber 265
38a Straw lot, Leroy White 150
Hunter, Ernest M. Poll
50a Bald Peak farm 3500
50a W. W. Treat lot 800
17a Gus Bean lot 100
20a Mark Piper lot 2000
Craig lot-Main road 150
50a George Ladd lot 100
4515 93.91
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2 Neat sock 460
Hunter, Margaret E. Poll
Stock in trade 350
Hunter, Phyllis Poll
Hunter, Thomas W. Poll
130a Home place (George Fields) 1900
32a Remnant 100
25a Fernald lot 100
60a Copp lot 500
Camp 150
4 Cows 180
2 Neat stock 150
Hogs 40
Hurlburt, Blanche B. Poll
Hurlburt, Blanche C. Poll
Hurlburt, Edith Poll
Hurlburt, Henry F. Ill Poll
93a Andrew Thomas farm 13000
Hurlburt, Henry F. Ill, Trustee
15a Camp 3800
Hurlburt, John R., Soldier
Office—Melvin 300
Johnson, Bertha M.
70a Wesley Canney 2000
SV2 a Charles Bennett lot 175
4a Edith Craig lot 100
5a Straw lot 150
3a Hunt field 300
1 Horse 50
2 Cows 120
Johnson, Carl B., Soldier* &
Louise P. Poll
61% a Amos Kimball 1000
Store 250
Stock in trade 550
Johnson, Dorothea Poll
Johnson, Elizabeth H. Poll
%a House & lot, part Lakey farm 2000
Johnson, Grace Poll
50a Farm 2200
Johnson, Philip P. Poll
Keasbey, Aertsen P. Poll
Keasbey, Elinor D. Poll
400a Wash. Thompson 13500
15a Jonathan Hodsdon 150
Kennington, Edith B.
%a Williams place 1800
Kidd, Peter L., Soldier














Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
King, Hilda M. Poll
King, Kenneth B., Soldier
3a George Morrison 3500
la Carroll Tucker place 900
50'x50' (Beacham) 100 4500 93.60
Kling, Amy C. Poll
2a Lakey lot & camp 4500
31a New house, part of Lakey farm 8500
Lots 12 & 13, Remick-Candage 1000
24a Backland, Remick-Candage 500
3a Peter Stackpole (Meehan) 300
Manton Hull (Remmick Shore) 300 15100 314.08
Kohtz, Marion J. Poll
Kohtz, Walter Poll
Sullivan store 6000
Stock in trade 8000 14000 291.20
Krey, Arthur W. Poll
Krey, Minnie, heirs
44a 2 camps—J. R. Wendall 9000 9000 187.20
Kurth, J. Edward, Soldier
197a Henry Burleigh farm 2800 2800 58.24
Kurth, Marguerite Poll
Lamprey, Carroll A., Soldier





80a y2 of Mt. lots No. 70 & 71 100
Lamprey, Gertrude A. Poll
Lamprey, Kathie S. Poll
Lamprey, Theodore B., Soldier*
2a Wilbur Lamprey 200
Lassell, Blanche Poll
Lassell, Francis M. Poll
%a David Howe 800
Lawless, Francis J. Poll
14a Curry camp (Chas. Stidham) 9800
25a Manley Brett 500
1 Boat 400
Lawless, Mable V. Poll
Lawless, Marion F. Poll
Lee, Isabella B. Poll
Lee, Robert N. Poll
4a Blazo place (Meals-Stickle) 4400
Camp 1200
Lem, Tan K. Poll
Lester, Marjorie Poll
Lester, Richard H., Soldier*
15a W. H. Wood place 3400
Levitch, Emily L. Poll
la Home place 2750
14a Meadow 100
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Libby, Robert C.




6a V2 int. in Red Gate
Lovering, Frances W.
Lovering, John R., Soldier
2>y<2.& Harry Burleigh
Lucas, Carroll F.




3V£ a Home place
Lugg, John J., Soldier
March, Donald
5a John Hooper—E. Howe
March, Helen G.
Marsh, Dexter H., Soldier







3a W. P. Willand
Matthews, Eleanor L.*
3a Estella Gordon place
Matthews, Leroy A., Soldier
Mclntire, Delma L.




















la House & lot (Chas. E. Hersey)
Total



























































Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
1 Goat 10 1910 39.73
Mixer, Clarence M., heirs
4 Camps & lot 5000
19a Agnes Eaton lot 150
9a Libby lot-Oak Hill 1500
2 Camps & lot (Young-Hersey) 1500 8150 169.52
Mixer, John M._. Soldier
50a Home place (Jonathan
Morrison) 3500
3 Cottages 3600




Wee Hoose, camp & lot—Senior 1500
Camp & lot—Rockwell 2200 3700 76.96
Mixer, Orilla Poll
Moore, Maud B. Poll
la House & lot, Rou 2000 2000 41.60
Moore, Walter, Soldier
Humphrey camp 1500 1500 31.20
Morgan, Eleanor B. Poll
Morgan, Lloyd C, Soldier*
50a Elm House 1700 1700 35.36
Morrill, Ethel & Gene 2 Polls
la Camp & lot No. 49, Bear Island 2700
Lot 48—Saxton 200 2900 60.32
Morris, Alfred G. Poll
Morris, Dorothy Poll
Morris, R. Graydon Poll
House & lot (Johnson) 1200
Camp, F. Bennett 200 1400 29.12
Morris, Hattie, heirs
la Home place 550 550 11.44
Motley, Louise W. Poll
la Camp & lot (Luella Mclntire) 650 650 13.52
Mugridge, Donald Poll
V2 a House & lot (Levi Ayers) 800 800 16.64
Mugridge, Eleanor Poll
Munroe, Bertha & Henry 2 Polls
la House & lot (Sadie Mclntire) 2600 2600 54.08
Myers, Louis A., heirs
House & lot (Craig) 4500 4500 93.60
Mullin, Florence Poll
Nelson, Cora A. & Howard 2 Polls
2a Winona Manor (Glidden) 3000 3000 62.40
Nielsen, Augusta Poll
Nielsen, Harry W., Soldier*
6a y2 int. in Red Gate 5000 5000 104.00
Nielsen, William Poll
Niles, Malcolm Poll
Oulton, Fred R. Poll
Oulton, Ruth E. Poll
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Paige, Eva H. Poll
Paige, Robert K. Poll
"Village Dining Room" 1700
Vsa Davis house (Bean) 2500
Parker, Helen Poll
Parker, Henry E. Poll
3a John Wiggin place 900
Goats 10
Peterson, Doris W. Poll
Peterson, Lawrence B. Poll
25a Canney lot 300
7a Richardson 5000
150a Jones 800
Philcrantz, Alfred H. Poll
Philcrantz, Elsa Poll






Piper, Carrie S., heirs
110a Charles Low farm 2100
Piper, Ernest B., Soldier*
5a House & store 1200
Stock in trade 1400
Piper, John F.
3a Everett Piper place 300
25a J. M. Haley lot 1000
Piper, Preston Poll
Piper, Ralph G. Poll
2 Cows 100
6 Neat stock 280
Pope, Grace H.
%a Daniel Fernald place 5000
Shop lot 100
Pratt, Chester J. Poll





Camp & lots No. 7 & 8, Melvin
Gardens 1800
Prouty, Gardner E., Jr., Soldier
Museum Lodges, Inc. 15500
600' lot, Narrows (Libby-Tower) 1200
Prouty, Susan Poll
Reed, Frank Poll
la A. K. Roberts lot 75
Reed, Marjorie Poll
Reed, Mildred Poll
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la Vona Knowles place (McGee) 1000 1000 20.80
Rich, Alberta A. Poll
Rich, Nelson B. Poll
50a Charles Pinkham place 2500
32a Camp (Addie West) 600
2 Boats 300
Horses 50
4 Cows 280 3730 77.58
Richardson, Frank A., Jr. Poll
Camp & lot—C. O. Dore 2300 2300 47.84
Richardson, Loucille Poll
Riddle, Emma W. Poll
67a James Doe farm 2000
Blacksmith shop (C. Hersey) 200 2200 45.76
Riddle, Parker L., Soldier
Ridlon, Arthur L. Poll
Ridlon, Lena G.
25a A. E. Shannon place 1200
Garage 150 1350 28.08
Roberts, George A.
40a A. K. Roberts camp 350 350 7.28
Robie, Marion H. Poll
V2 a Store (Stockbridge) 2800
Island & garage 150
84a Dame lot 100
Stock in trade 2200 5250 109.20
Robie, Marion H. & Grebenstein, Susan B.
20a Copp field 1500 1500 31.20
Rollins, George A., Soldier
Rollins, Nana B. Poll
Rosell, Charles F., Soldier*
4% a House & 3 cabins (C.
Johnson) 2750 2750 57.20
Rosell, Grace L. Poll
Rudolph, Gerald F., Soldier*
10a Stevens place (Barry) 1000 1000 20.80
Rudolph, Mary Poll
Ryder, Arthur A., Jr. Poll
50a Everett Home place 8000
la Lot. Beech Pond 100
50a Home lot (John Neal) 300
2% a Rich lot 300 8700 180.96
Ryder, Elizabeth M. Poll
Sanderson, Harold A. Poll
Lot 53 & 3 camps, Bear Island 1650 1650 34.32
Sanderson, Priscilla N. Poll
Sargent, Harold C. Poll
x/2a Home place (R. Butler) 1350
22a Part Brad Burleigh lot 75
30a Richardson lot 150
30a Ernest Deland lot 200
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30a Thompson lot 200
Sawyer, Barbara B. Poll
Sawyer, Richard B. Poll
4a Jane Burleigh 3000
6a T. Blaisdell 2000
Fowl 950
Scott, Clarence & Ethel 2 Polls
100a J. H. Neal home place 2900
Severance, Katherine Poll
Severance, Roland T. Poll
la Home place (Thatcher-Piper) 4200
53a Geo. Wiggin lot 125
Shannon, Edward A.






Shepherd, Leon F., heirs
la Home place 3500
la 2 Camps 1750
45a Horace Walker (Mark Piper) 1300
Shippee, Elsa M. Poll
16a Big house & cottage (F.
Wiggin) 3500
Shippee, John W., Soldier
Skinner, Herbert I. Poll
Skinner, Marion Poll
Skinner, Patricia Poll
Smith, Abbie, Soldier's Widow
Trailer 1000
Smith, Arthur B. Poll
3a Home place 600
Smith, Bertha Poll
Smith, Clifton E. Poll
la Camp & lot (Deland) 450
Smith, Cora E. Poll
Smith, Doris Poll
Smith, Orra E. Poll
Smith, Ruth Poll
%a Camp & lot 600
Smith, Walter R. Poll
24a Home place (Guppy) 1000
75a Guppy lot 125
Spencer, Thomas D. Poll
2a House & lot 2300
7 Cabins & boathouse 6000
Spencer, Lorraine I. Poll
Spoerl, Walter F. & Emily M. t2 Polls
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Stanley, Donald C, Soldier
Camp & lot, Banfield 5000
2 Boats 700 5700 118.56
Stanley, Donald C, Jr., Soldier
Staples, Edward A.
2a Bullfinch camp & cottage 4000
2a Gordon field 350 4350 90.48
Starkey, Elsie C. Poll
Starkey, Wilmer T. Poll






3a Rose Merritt place 700 700 14.56
Stillings, Rufus Poll
Stockman, Doris Poll
Stockman, Frank L., Soldier
15a Charles Wallace place 1600
500 Fowl 200 1800 37.44
Stockman, Frank L., Jr., Soldier*
97a Home place (Thompson) 1500
6 Cows 360
825 Fowl 375 2235 46.49
Stockman, Jean Poll
Stockman, Muriel Poll
Stockman, Philip A., Soldier*
3a Albert Davis lot (Wallace) 50
2a F. Stockman & henhouse 1500
1 Cow 60
1000 Fowl 700 1310 27.25
Straw, Barbara Poll
Straw, Robert W., Soldier
44a Home place (Leander Wiggin) 2200
3a Arthur Wiggin lot 300
24a Charles Young lot 600
2 Camps—Young lot 2600
la Lucas field 50 5750 119.60
Sutherland, John P., Soldier
House & lot—T. Whitten 7000
Boat 1200 8200 170.56
Thomas, Dorothy Poll
Thomas, Donald E. Poll
Stock in trade 1500
1 Boat 150
House & lot (Jack Straw) 1000 2650 54.12
Thomas, Harriet P. Poll
Thomas, Rear Admiral (ret.) Lloyd
H., et ux, Soldier
Camp & 3 lots 5500 5500 114.40
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50a L. Thompson lot (Wilder)
Tractor
Thompson, Simon B., heirs
155a Farm
Thompson, Simon T.
la Camp & lot (Gordon Ladd)
Thompson, Winnie
la New house & lot (Motley)
Tripetti, Corrinne
Tripetti, Joseph, Soldier*
40a Thomas French place (Blais-
dell)
Tuftonboro Grange No. 142
3a Hall & lot
Tupeck, Bernice
Tupeck, Carolyn
Tupeck, Henry S., Soldier*
4% a Schoolhouse & lot




50a J. H. Young lot
1 Cow
Turner, Harry C.
10a John McNeal place






Tyler, Neal A., Jr., Soldier
55a Frank Doe farm
24 Sheep
Van Wagner, Clifford




Vianello, George L. & Reba A.




13a Carrie Whitney place
Ward, Lillian T.
























































2a Chas. Davis field
Watson, Cecile M.
95a Joseph Burleigh farm






la Ben Stokes place




la New house—Albert Dow
Whitehead, Alice
Whitehead. May C.
1*2 a Walker Hotel, % int.
Stock in trade
Whitehead, Ross, Soldier*
1 2 int. Walker Hotel
Whitten, Charles F.
50a Jonathan Hersey lot
25a Peter B. Hersey lot










25a % Peter Hersey lot
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Wiggin, Harold I. Poll
^a Home place 1000
Lot—Craig 200
Stock in trade 1800 3000 62.40
Wiggin, Thelma Poll
4a Ferguson house 2750 2750 57.20
Wilcox. Nell
la Home place 3800 3800 79.04
Wilkin, Elizabeth Poll
3a "Pine Point"—Haley's Point 32000 32000 665.60
Wilkin, Hugh Poll
Willard, Emery L., Soldier
House & lot (Harry Davis) 800 800 16.64
Willard, Dorothy H. Poll
Willard, Iva M. Poll
%a Eletta Durgin place 2000 2000 41.60
Williams, Bernice L. Poll
Williams, Roger Lester Poll
77a J. M. Haley place 2200
5 Cows 70 2270 47.22
Williams, Roger L. ''Bill," Soldier
3a Daniel Leary lot 50
29a Remnant 275
la Wingate lot 25
25a Bean lot (Mattlage) 200
19a Wingate field 100
1 Cow 75 725 15.08
Williams, Ward B., Soldier
Wilson, Phillip C. Poll
Wing, Alma L. Poll
Wing, Frank H. Poll
2a George Hersey place 1750 1750 36.40
Winnepesaukee Motorcraft Co., Inc.
3a Land & buildings 9650
3 Boats 3100 12750 265.20
Wood, Alga H. Poll
Wood Carl A. Poll
la Camp & lot—Grace Wood 2300
23a Henry Hayes lot 7000 9300 193.44
Wood, Carolyn Poll
Wood, Inez P. Poll
Wood, W. Harry, heirs
27% a V2 pasture—A. N. Dow 125
12a V2 Ingalls lot 50 175 3.64
Wood, William H., Jr., Soldier*
200a Home place (Sargent) 650 650 13.52
Woodmancy, Florence, heirs
50a John R. Wendal place 1900 1900 39.52
Wright, Donald & Kathleen 2 Polls




Name and Description Valuation Valuation Total Tax
Stock in trade 750 2250 46.80
Wrye, Blair C, Soldier
Young, Royal P., heirs
46a George Young place 1100
55a John Ayers lot 125
51a Part—B. W. Brown place 200
30a Blaisdell lot (Hersey) 100 1525 31.72












OLIVE ANDERSON Term Expires 1957
J. EDWARD KURTH Term Expires 1958
















B. REPORT FROM YOUR SUPERINTENDENT
It is a pleasure to make my annual report to the peo-
ple of Tuftonboro, for you do have a splendid school
wherein your boys and girls are getting a good foun-
dation.
We have an experienced and conscientious staff.
Three of them are your neighbors—folks who have
lived in your community and know the needs of your
children as members of your town. Mrs. Thelma Colby
has served you faithfully for many years, and yet is
one of the first to consider a new idea or method. Mrs.
Alice Whitehead gives unstintingly of her energies to
the primary children, and treats them as though they
were her own.
Mrs. Marion Mitchell is conscientious and hard work-
ing, with a special talent for the artistic.
Mr. Donald Elsemere, our young principal, is serving
your communities in many ways. Most important, he is
a thorough teacher, very much concerned with the ac-
quisition of fundamental skills. He is also interested
in art work, and has considerable ability to share in
drama and music. He is meticulous and prompt with
administrative details. Work in your church and with
the scouts has increased his value to us. I am sure he
is grateful for your special effort, financially, to retain
him this year. However, I am afraid that the "green-
er pastures" of a larger system beckon irresistibly.
We try to develop our boys and girls in many di-
rections. Of first importance is their school citizen-
ship. Good habits of conduct and consideration for the
rights of others is a continual lesson. Skills in arith-
metic, reading, writing, spelling and knowledge of our
social natural environment are taught at all levels of
maturity. Miss Virginia Jackson supervises our music
instruction and we supplement her guidance daily with
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classroom practice. Mr. George Morse and Mrs. Violet
Armstrong spend half a day each week, training boys
and girls in woodwork, handicraft, serving, cooking and
household skills.
We are now using our auditorium a great deal more
for physical training. I want to especially commend
the efforts of Richard Lester, who gives up a large
share of his weekends to help our boys in basketball
and baseball. He receives no remuneration, except the
personal satisfaction of seeking awkward boys develop
better coordination and athletic skills.
Some of our boys and girls need special help. We have
employed Mrs. Helen March, who has such a sympa-
thetic understanding of children, to give part-time in-
struction to individuals and small groups. We are pay-
ing a nominal sum for the time she devotes from sav-
ings in the tuition appropriation.
We serve practically 100% of our children whole-
some dinners at the price of 20c daily. Mrs. Thelma
Wiggin prepares excellent dinners at a minimum cost.
Mothers who volunteer their time to help in the kitch-
en and the people who attend our annual harvest din-
ner make this very low price possible.
All the paint and repair in the world is useless, if
our building is dirty and unsanitary. I am particularly
pleased, therefore, with the appearance and cleanliness
of our property. Mr. Fred Bain, frequently with the
help of Mrs. Bain, maintains our floors, walls, toilets,
basements, attics and storeroom in the top condition
of order and sanitation. I am so proud of your facil-
ities in this respect. In addition, Mr. Bain makes many
repairs to school equipment, saving the employment
of outside help or the purchase of some new equipment.
Though we now buy our coal at wholesale, with a sav-
ing of several dollars a ton, it is Mr. Bain who gets
the most heat from a lower quality fuel.
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A great deal of consideration is given to the health
needs of our boys and girls. Through the leadership
of our nurse-teacher, Mrs. Nancy Bean, and the serv-
ices of our school physician, Dr. Gregory, our children
receive thorough physical examinations. Parents are
informed of physical needs. Clinics of many kinds are
promoted annually, with much more credit due the
Wolfeboro Public Health Nurses' Association. In fact,
it would be hard to name an additional service we
could possibly add.
Mrs. Priscilla Baxter, Mr. Lester Thompson and Mr.
Ross Adjutant continue to provide safe and comfort-
able transportation. Mr. Frank Stockman provides a
feeder route for the children in this area of town. We
cannot take these services for granted, as they are
very important to the smooth operation of our school.
Although I do miss the years of association and guid-
ance of former board members, I wish to commend the
work of the present board members. Mr. Edward
Kurth, Mrs. Olive Anderson and Mr. Richard Lester
give unsparingly of their time to make policy and su-
pervise the operation of our school system.
We are now faced with the need of providing more
classroom space. The size of our classrooms and the
effectiveness of teaching, dictate a maximum of 25
pupils for each room. We are exceeding that maximum
now. I believe, too, that we should limit each room
to two grades. This year we found it necessary to have
three grades in one of the rooms. Next year, two rooms
will have three grades. Our projection of the census
and actual enrollments show that 1958-59 will be the
critical year, with a definite requirement for more
space.
Recently we held a meeting with representative citi-
zens. I support their conclusion, that we should em-
ploy an architect to draw up several solutions and be
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prepared to vote an addition at an adjourned meeting
this summer.
It is true that our pupil cost is higher than the aver-
age for New Hampshire. Superiority cannot be pur-
chased at a low price. Our teachers' salary appropri-
ation is minimum, when we consider the quality of our
teachers and the nation-wide demand. We purchase
many supplies on bid. Local tradespeople usually are
considerate in their charges for service. Appropriation
requests are not padded, although we must estimate
many months ahead in an uncertain market. We should
occasionally consider our good fortune in having a fine
school in a relatively favorable tax situation.









Donald Elsemere, B.Ed., Principal
Grades 6, 7 and 8, 3 27
Thelma Colby, Diploma
Grades 4 and 5, 23 25
Marion Mitchell, Diploma
Grades 2 and 3, 9 28
Alice Whitehead, B.S.E.
Grades 1 and 2, 13i/2 26
Violet Armstrong, B.Ed.













Laconia High School—Grade 9, 1
Total tuition pupils, 32
Total all pupils, 138
PART THREE
FINANCE
A. REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT
TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1955 to June 30, 1956
SUMMARY
Cash on hand, July 1, 1955
(treasurer's bank balance), $ 1,316.12
Received from selectmen:
Current appropriation, $40,713.00
Received from state treasurer:
State funds, 544.95
Received from tuitions, 400.00
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Received from all other sources, 83.73
Total receipts, $41,741.68
Total amount available for fiscal
year (balance and receipts), $43,057.80
Less school board orders paid, 42,610.96




June 30, 1956 District Treasurer.
AUDITOR'S CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books,
vouchers, bank statements and other financial records
of the treasurer of the school district of Tuftonboro,
of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal




July 3, 1956. Auditors.
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B. FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE
SCHOOL BOARD
RECEIPTS
National school lunch, $ 544.95








Explanation of difference between net and
gross income:
Total net income, plus cash on hand,
July 1, 1955, $42,887.47
Receipts from refunds, double pay-
ments, etc., 170.33




Salaries of district officers, $ 260.00
Superintendent's salary, local share, 490.00
Tax for state wide supervision, 244.00
Salaries of other administrative personnel, 364.00
Supplies and expenses, 451.84
Instruction
:
Teachers' and principal's salaries, $13,930.70
Books and other instructional aids, 249.61
Scholars' supplies, 1,146.94
Supplies and other expenses, 288.42
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Operation of School Plant:
Salaries of custodians, $ 1,655.89
Fuel or heat, 827.66
Water, light, supplies and expenses, 725.31
Maintenance of School Plant :
Repairs and replacements, $ 602.83
Auxiliary Activities:
Health supervision, $ 429.96
Transportation—high, $2,148.00 ; elemen-
tary, $5,173.00, 7,321.00
Tuition—high, 8,569.77
Special activities and special funds, 273.30
School lunch, Federal funds only, 579.33
Fixed Charges:
Retirement, $ 913.72
Insurance, treasurer's bonds and expenses, 486.89
Capital Outlay:
Additions and improvements to buildings, $ 2,143.91
New equipment, 485.55
Total net payments for all purposes, $42,440.63
Cash on hand, June 30, 1956, 446.84
Grand total net payments, $42,887.47
Explanation of difference between net and
gross payments:
Total net payments, plus cash on hand,
June 30, 1956, $42,887.47
Payments refunded or returned, etc., 170.33
Total gross payments, $43,057.80
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BALANCE SHEET
As of June 30, 1956
ASSETS
Cash on hand, June 30, 1956, $446.84
Total assets, $446.84
LIABILITIES




Excess of assets over liabilities, 51.34
Grand total, $446.84
C. A STATEMENT OF SALARY OF THE
SUPERINTENDENT
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PART FOUR
CENSUS, SEPTEMBER 30, 1956
Number of children, 219
Local in school, 103














TUFTONBORO SCHOOL LUNCH SUMMARY
For the Year 1955-56
School days, September 26 to May 31
Lunches served, 157
Pupils' lunches—Type A, with milk, 13,300
Adult lunches, 636
Total, 13,936
Statement of Income and Expenses
Receipts:
On hand at beginning of year, $ 247.52
Lunch sales, children, 2,641.75
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Balance on hand in checking account as of
June 15, 1956, $375.72
Reimbursements due, $74.72
Estimated value of food inventory, June 30, $50.00
PART FIVE





3 Tuesday, general teachers' meeting.
4 Wednesday, school opens.
October
:
17-18 Thursday-Friday, teachers' convention.
November
:
11 Monday, Veterans' Day.
28-29 Thanksgiving recess. Schools close at 1:00
P.M., Wednesday, November 27.
December
:
20 Friday, schools close at 3:30 for Christmas
vacation.




2 Thursday, schools re-open.
February
:
14 Friday, schools close for winter vacation.
21 Monday, schools re-open.
April
:
11 Friday, teachers' institute.
18 Friday, Good Friday. School closes at 1 :00 P.M.
25 Friday, schools close for spring vacation.
May:
5 Monday, schools re-open.
30 Friday, Memorial Day.
June:
13 Friday, schools close for summer vacation.
This calendar is subject to changes authorized by
your school board, State of New Hampshire, education
authorities, or when school is called off because of dan-
gerous storms and emergencies. The minimum legal
requirement is 180 days. Teachers' attendance at the
state teachers' convention, institutes and approved
workshops will count as school days. If more than one
day is lost, time will be made up on Saturdays preced-
ing vacations or by continuing beyond June 13.
SCHOOL DAYS EACH MONTH
September 19 February 15
October 23 March 21
November 18 April 19
December 15 May 19
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TENTATIVE WARRANT FOR THE
TUFTONBORO SCHOOL DISTRICT
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the Town
of Tuftonboro, New Hampshire, qualified to vote
in District affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Tuftonboro
Central School on the 14th day of March, 1957, at 7.30
o'clock in the evening, to act upon the following sub-
jects:
1. To choose a moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a member of the school board for the
ensuing three years.
4. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
school board, truant officer, and fix the compen-
sation of any other officers or agent of the dis-
trict.
6. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, commit-
tees, or officers chosen, and pass any vote relat-
ing thereto.
7. To choose agents, auditors and committees in
relation to any subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise
and appropriate for the support of schools, for
the salaries of school district officials and agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the district, and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of such sums as are
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estimated to be received from the State founda-
tion aid fund and State building aid fund, togeth-
er with other income ; the school board to certify
to the selectmen the balance between the esti-
mated revenue and the appropriation, which bal-
ance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district will vote to appoint or elect
a building committee to advise the school board
in building additional educational facilities.
10. To see if the district will raise and appropriate a
sum not exceeding $60,000 for the construction
and equipping of additional educational facilities,
and authorize the issue of bonds therefor for all
or any part of the sum so appropriated.
11. To see if the district will vote to authorize the
school board to make application for and to ac-
cept, on behalf of the district, any or all grants or
offers for educational purposes which may now
or hereafter be forthcoming from the State of
Hampshire and/or United States.
12. To transact any other business that may legally
come before said meeting.
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LIBRARY STATEMENT
January 31, 1956 to January 31, 1957
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand, $163.87
August, 1956, town, 255.00





March, 1956, librarian's salary (bal-
ance from 1955), $ 25.00
September, librarian's salary, 50.00
December, librarian's salary, 50.00




Cash on hand, 23.38
$90.88
LIBRARIAN'S RECEIPTS
Cash balance, January, 1956, $101.92
From Katherine Severance, 250.00
Book sale, 25.50
$377.42
Bank book balance, 67.50
$444.92
We hereby certify that we have examined the fore-
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